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The Bank of Korea sets and implements its monetary and credit policies
in order to contribute to the sound development of the national economy by pursuing price stability, and in the process pays attention to
financial stability as well.
The Bank of Korea Act stipulates that the Bank of Korea, to fulfill its
accountability corresponding to these mandates, should compile at least
twice each year a report on the implementation of its monetary and
credit policies.
In line with this the Bank of Korea prepares the Monetary Policy Report, containing the details of and backgrounds to its monetary policy
decisions, the future monetary policy directions, etc., four times per
year, and submits it to the National Assembly.
This December 2019 Monetary Policy Report has been drawn up to
cover the time period from after the Monetary Policy Board meeting for
monetary policy decision-making in July 2019 through the date of the
Monetary Policy Board meeting for monetary policy decision-making in
November 2019.
We sincerely hope that this Monetary Policy Report will be of help in
ensuring that the public well understands the Bank of Korea’s monetary
policy operations, and forms rational expectations concerning the future
policy directions.
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General Principles of Monetary Policy Operation
The Bank of Korea Act stipulates the goal of monetary policy as follows: “The Bank shall contribute to the sound development of the national economy through ensuring price stability, while
giving due consideration to financial stability in carrying out its monetary policy.” In order to enhance transparency, predictability and effectiveness of monetary policy, the Bank will carry out its
task by setting specific targets and objectives in accordance with this goal.

□ (Inflation targeting) The Bank of Korea maintains a flexible inflation targeting system to effectively
achieve price stability, which is the primary objective of monetary policy. The inflation target is currently
set at 2.0% in terms of consumer price inflation (year-on-year).
◦ (Medium-term horizon) The inflation target is meant to be achieved over a medium-term horizon,
since consumer price inflation is affected not only by monetary policy but also by various other
factors at home and abroad, which entail transitory and irregular impacts and the lag in monetary
policy transmission.
◦ (Forward-looking operation) The Bank conducts its monetary policy in a forward-looking manner,
while considering symmetrically the risks of inflation remaining persistently above or below the
target.
		

- The path of convergence of inflation toward the target is assessed on overall inflation and growth
outlooks as well as their uncertainties and risks, and on financial stability conditions.

◦ (Flexible operation) The Bank conducts its monetary policy to support real economic growth to
the extent that this does not hinder attaining the inflation target over the medium-term.

□ (Consideration of financial stability) In ensuring price stability over the medium-term, the Bank pays
careful attention to the impact of monetary policy on financial stability.
◦ (Relationship with inflation targeting) As persistent financial imbalance could undermine
macroeconomic stability, paying due attention to financial stability in conducting monetary policy is
consistent with the rationale behind flexible inflation targeting.
◦ (Examination of financial stability) The Bank examines, assesses and announces financial
stability conditions on a regular basis, to prevent excessive buildup of financial imbalances that may
be brought about by monetary policy implementation.
◦ (Harmonization with macroprudential policy) Since there are limits to maintaining financial
stability solely by monetary policy that indiscretely affects the whole economy, monetary policy
needs to be complemented by macroprudential policies to prevent accumulation of financial
imbalance.
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deal Brexit. In major countries, long-term interest
rates declined on the continuation of monetary

[Monetary Policy Operating Conditions]

share price indices of advanced and emerging
market countries all rose.

1 A look at economic and financial conditions
in Korea and abroad between July and November 2019 finds the following. The pace of

Share price indices of advanced and emerging
market countries

global economic growth continued to slow. In

MSCI Advanced Markets Index

the United States, economic activity has been
rising at a moderate rate, led by consumption,
while low growth was seen in the euro area.
Growth in Japan also slowed moderately, due

MSCI Emerging Markets Index
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mainly to a sustained decline in exports. In China, the growth rate in the third quarter of 2019
decreased compared to the quarter before,
as not only exports but also consumption and
investment remained sluggish, owing to heightened uncertainties related to the US-China trade
negotiations.
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Source: Bloomberg.

Economic growth in major economies1)
(%)

2016 2017

2018

2019

Year

Q3

Q4

Q1

Q2

Q3

2 In the Korean economy, the pace of domestic
economic growth remained slow as consump-

1.6

2.4

2.9

2.9

1.1

3.1

2.0

2.1

tion growth weakened while the adjustment in

Euro area 1.9

2.5

1.9

0.8

1.4

1.8

0.7

0.9

construction investment and the sluggishness

Japan

0.5

2.2

0.3 -2.4 1.0

2.6

2.0

1.8

in exports and facilities investment continued.

China

6.7

6.8

6.6

6.4

6.2

6.0

Meanwhile, employment conditions have con-

US

6.5

6.4

Notes: 1) T h e q u a r te r l y rate s of g row th a re a n n u a l ize d q u a r-

tinued to improve in some respects, with the

ter-on-quarter rates for the US, Japan and the euro area,

increase in the number of persons employed

and year-on-year rates for China.
Sources: Individual countries’ published statistics.

In the international financial markets, volatility expanded from August, due to the US-China trade
dispute and the geopolitical risks in Hong Kong
and the Middle East. However, markets have remained stable overall since the beginning of October as risk aversion has subsided in line mainly
with progress in the US-China trade negotiations and a decrease in concerns about a no-

having risen, particularly in services industries.
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policy accommodation but then rebounded. The

i

ii

Real GDP growth1)

Inflation1)2)

(%)

CPI

(%)

2.0

CPI excluding food & energy

CPI excluding food & energy (excluding administered prices)

2.0

Inflation expectation of general public3)
1.5

1.5

1.0

1.0

0.5

0.5

0.0

0.0

-0.5

-0.5
16.Q1 Q3

17.Q1

Q3

18.Q1

Q3

19.Q1

Q3

(%)

(%)

4

4

3

3

2

2

1

1

0

0

Note: 1) Quarter-on-quarter.
Source: Bank of Korea.

-1
16.1

-1
7

17.1

7

18.1

7

19.1

7

Notes: 1) The bold line indicates the inflation target.

3 Consumer price inflation was at around 0%,
as downward pressures on the supply side

2) Year-on-year.
3) Expectations for the CPI inflation rate one year in the future.
Sources: Bank of Korea, Statistics Korea.

heightened greatly due to base effects in agricultural, livestock, & fisheries product prices, amid

4 In the domestic financial markets, major

weak demand-side inflationary pressures and

price variables fluctuated, influenced by devel-

sustained downward pressures from govern-

opments in the international financial markets.

ment policy. Core inflation excluding food and

Long-term market interest rates and stock pric-

energy product prices remained low at the mid-

es fell in August, due to concerns about global

to upper-0% level. The inflation rate expected by

economic slowdown and heightened external

the general public fell to the upper-1% range.

uncertainties, but then rose owing to the easing
of external risks. The Korean won/US dollar rate

Housing sales prices decreased at a slower
pace and then shifted to an increase at the beginning of October. By region, the increase in
housing sales prices in Seoul and its surrounding areas expanded, while the decline in the
rest of the country came to a stop. Leasehold
deposit prices reversed to an increase entering
October, owing to an accelerated pace of increase in Seoul and its surrounding areas stemming from an increase in demand for leasehold
housing.

fell after rising.

Korean Treasury bond yield and exchange rate
(KRW/USD)

[Conduct of Monetary Policy]

iii

dative policy stance to ensure that the recovery

KRW/USD (right)
(%)

(KRW/USD)

3.0

1,300

1,200

2.5

of growth continues and consumer price inflation can be stabilized at the target level over
a medium-term horizon, while conducting its
monetary policy with attention to financial sta-

1,100
2.0
1,000
1.5

900

bility as well. In this process it closely examined
domestic and overseas risk factors such as the
US-China trade dispute, changes in the economies and monetary policies of major countries,
household debt growth, geopolitical risks, and

1.0
16.1

800
7

17.1

7
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7

19.1

7

capital flows. Under this policy stance, the Bank
decided at its October meeting of the Monetary

Sources: Bank of Korea, KOFIA.

Policy Board to lower the Base Rate again by 25
basis points, as in July, to 1.25% per annum.

5 Household lending continued to slow moderately. Household lending by banks showed a
steady increase due to the demand for lending

Bank of Korea Base Rate1)

related to housing, but household lending by
non-bank depository institutions remained on a
decline, owing to lending regulations. Corporate
lending sustained its growth, led by loans to
small and medium-sized enterprises, thanks to

(%)
3.5

(%)
3.5

(Jul. 12, 2012)
(Oct. 11)

3.0

3.0

(May 9, 2013)
(Aug. 14, 2014)

2.5

2.5

(Oct. 15)

banks’ aggressive efforts to extend loans.

(Mar. 12, 2015)

2.0

(Nov. 30, 2018)

(Jun. 11)

Changes in household loans1)2)
Banks

(Nov. 30, 2017)

1.5

Non-bank financial institutions 3)

(trillion won)

(Jun. 9, 2016)

1.0
13

14

16

16

14

14

ments.

12

12

Source: Bank of Korea.
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Notes: 1) Month-on-month.
2) Including mortgage transfers.
3) As of September 2019.
Source: Bank of Korea.
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Note: 1) Figures in parentheses refer to the dates of Base Rate adjust-
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6 The Bank of Korea maintained its accommo-

Treasury bond (3-year) yields (left)

iv

7 A detailed look at the Base Rate decisions by

persisted while consumption growth weakened.

sector, and the backgrounds behind them, fol-

Consumer price inflation recorded a negative

lows:

figure in September due to the drops in prices of
petroleum products, of agricultural, livestock &

In the August meeting, the Board decided to

marine products, and of public services. It was

leave the Base Rate unchanged at 1.50% con-

forecast to stand at the 1% range next year after

sidering that it was necessary to monitor the

fluctuating in the 0% range for some time. While

developments of external conditions and their

the slowing of household lending growth had

impact on Korean economy, particularly since

continued, there was judged to be a need to be

the Base Rate had been cut by 0.25 percentage

cautious of the changes in the housing market

points in July to cope with growing downside

and their impacts on household debt, particular-

risks to the macroeconomy. Concerning the

ly since housing prices in Seoul and metropoli-

domestic economy, growth continued to slow,

tan areas had been rising of late.

as the adjustments in construction investment
and the sluggishness in exports and facilities

Meanwhile, in the November meeting, while

investment persisted while consumption growth

the price and growth outlooks were adjusted

weakened. It was also judged that the uncertain-

downward, the Board kept the Base Rate at

ties surrounding the future growth path had ris-

1.25% considering that it had cut the Base Rate

en even further, due to the worsening US-China

in October in anticipation of this and that it was

trade dispute and heightened geopolitical risks.

necessary to monitor future developments in

It was seen that downside risks to the price

macroeconomic and financial stability condi-

forecast path had increased as consumer price

tions. Slow growth in the domestic economy

inflation declined to the mid-0% range. In terms

continued, and in reflection of the recent eco-

of financial stability, while growth in household

nomic conditions and changes in conditions at

loans was slowing, it seemed necessary to stay

home and abroad, the growth outlooks were

alert to the changes in risks from the financial

lowered to around 2% in 2019 and the lower-2%

stability perspective, particularly since expecta-

level in 2020. Consumer inflation recorded about

tions for a rise in housing prices had grown and

0% this year and is projected to be around 1%

volatility in financial and foreign exchange mar-

next year, falling below the 2% inflation target.

kets had expanded.

In terms of financial stability, it was judged that
close attention should be continuously paid to

In the October meeting, the Board decided to

the risks of financial imbalances worsening in

cut the Base Rate by 0.25 percentage points

line with inflows of funds into risky assets or real

to 1.25% per annum. The Board made this

estate considering the recent rise in housing

decision in view of weaker demand-side infla-

prices led by Seoul and and its surrounding

tionary pressures and of the expectation that

areas and the expansion of household lending

growth would fall short of the July forecast path

growth entering October.

due to the continued US-China trade dispute
and growing geopolitical risks. In terms of the

8 The Bank of Korea adjusted the ceilings of

domestic economy, growth continued to slow,

programs under the Bank Intermediated Lend-

as the sluggishness in exports and investment

ing Support Facility to support the recovery of

the domestic economy and the expansion of the

[Future Monetary Policy Directions]

v

growth potential. The Bank raised the ceiling of
 It is forecast that the GDP growth rate will

Development and Job Creation by 4 trillion won,

rise gradually from 2.0% this year to 2.3% next

in order to strengthen support for companies

year. With monetary and fiscal policy set on an

able to contribute to expanding new growth en-

expansionary course, facilities investment and

gines and employment. Furthermore, the Bank

exports are expected to improve, while private

increased the ceiling of the Support Program for

consumption is projected to recover from the

Trade Financing by 1 trillion won to improve ex-

second half of next year. The uncertainties as to

porters’ funding conditions. Excess funds from

the future growth path are high. The major up-

the Program for Stabilization of SME Lending

side risks include the easing of global trade pro-

were used in raising the ceilings of the programs

tectionism with a trade deal between the US and

above.

China, and the spread of global monetary policy
accommodation. Among the downside risks

9 The Bank of Korea continued its efforts for

are a delayed recovery of the semiconductor

financial and foreign exchange market stability in

industry, continued sluggishness in global trade,

response to changes in conditions at home and

growing geopolitical risks including the escala-

abroad. As uncertainties in the financial market

tion of protests in Hong Kong, and a worsening

grew with Japan’s export restrictions and the

slowdown of domestic demand in China.

escalation of the trade dispute between the US
and China, the Bank of Korea held a 「Financial
and Economic Conditions Review Meeting」 in

Economic growth outlook1)2)
(%)

early August to examine financial market move-

2018

ments at home and abroad and their impact
on the Korean economy. The Bank closely

2019

Year H1 H2e Yeare H1
GDP

2020

e

2021e

H2 Year Year

2.7 1.9 2.1 2.0 2.2 2.3 2.3 2.4

monitored the international financial markets in

Private consumption

2.8 2.0 1.8 1.9 1.9 2.2 2.1 2.3

preparation for a possible increase in domestic

Facilities investment

-2.4 -12.3 -2.9 -7.8 5.7 4.2 4.9 5.2

financial market volatility during the Chuseok
holiday (September) and before and after the US

Intellectual property
products investment

2.2 2.8 2.5 2.7 3.3 3.6 3.4 3.3

FOMC meetings.

Construction investment -4.3 -5.1 -3.6 -4.3 -3.6 -1.2 -2.3 -0.9

The Bank continued its efforts for the preemp-

Goods exports

3.3 -0.8 0.1 -0.4 2.3 2.1 2.2 2.4

Goods imports

1.6 -3.2 0.0 -1.6 2.4 2.3 2.4 2.9

tive identification of potential risks within the

Notes: 1) Year-on-year.

financial system as well. During its September

Source: Bank of Korea.

2) Figures are the forecast as of November 2019.

「Financial Stability Meeting」, the Bank examined

sector-by-sector vulnerabilities in household and

While headline inflation is expected to increase

corporate credit markets and asset markets,

next year as supply-side inflationary downward

and financial system resilience against tail risks,

pressures ease, it is forecast to stand at around

including the loss absorption capacities of finan-

1.0%, falling short of the 2% inflation target, due

cial institutions.

to weak demand-side inflationary pressures and
the government’s continued social-welfare policy

Executive Summary

the Support Program for New Growth Engine

vi

stance. Meanwhile, core inflation excluding food

mies and monetary policies of major countries,

and energy prices is forecast to rise gradually to

the trend of increase in household debt, and

record 0.7% next year. The upside and down-

geopolitical risks and examining their effects on

side risks to the future inflation path are mixed.

domestic macroeconomic and financial stability

Some of the main upside risks are the possibility

conditions.

of economic improvement at home and abroad,
and possible hikes in some public service
charges. The downside risks, meanwhile, include stronger social-welfare policies regarding
communication and healthcare, and weaker
demand-side inflationary pressures caused by a
delayed recovery of domestic demand.

Inflation outlook1)2)
(%)

2018

2019

Year H1 H2e Yeare H1
CPI inflation

2020e

2021e

H2 Year Year

1.5 0.6 0.2 0.4 1.1 0.9 1.0 1.3

CPI excluding
food & energy

1.2 0.8 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.8 0.7 1.1
Core
inflation CPI excluding
agricultural
1.2 1.0 0.8 0.9 0.8 0.9 0.8 1.2
products & oils
Notes: 1) Year-on-year.
2) Figures are the forecast as of November 2019.
Source: Bank of Korea.

 In the future as well, the Bank of Korea will
conduct its monetary policy so as to ensure that
the recovery of economic growth continues and
consumer price inflation can be stabilized at the
target level over a medium-term horizon, while
paying attention to financial stability.
The Bank will maintain its accommodative monetary policy stance as inflationary pressures on
the demand side are forecast to remain low,
while growth of the domestic economy will be
moderate. In this process it will judge whether to
adjust the degree of monetary policy accommodation, while carefully monitoring developments
in the US-China trade negotiations, the econo-

Ⅰ
Monetary Policy
Operating Conditions

1. Global Economy

3

2. Real Economy

6

3. Prices

8

4. Financial and Foreign Exchange Markets

13

1. Global Economy

Table I–1. Economic growth in major economies1)2)
(%)

2016 2017

Slowdown in Global Economic Growth
World

The pace of global economic growth continued

2019

3.4 3.8 3.6

-

-

-

-

-

Advanced economies 1.7 2.5 2.3 US
1.6 2.4 2.9 2.9 1.1 3.1 2.0 2.1

rose at a moderate pace in the third quarter,

Euro area

1.9 2.5 1.9 0.8 1.4 1.8 0.7 0.9

led by consumption, despite a continued de-

Japan

0.5 2.2 0.3 -2.4 1.0 2.6 2.0 1.8

cline in investment growth.1) In the euro area,
however, growth remained slow, as in the

Emerging market and
4.6 4.8 4.5
developing economies

-

-

-

-

-

China

6.7 6.8 6.6 6.5 6.4 6.4 6.2 6.0

second quarter as manufacturing continued

India

3)

8.2 7.2 6.8 7.0 6.6 5.8 5.0 4.5

to be sluggish,2) mainly in the automobile and

ASEAN-54)

5.0 5.3 5.2 5.0 5.2 4.8 4.7 4.8

chemical product industries. Growth in Japan

Brazil

-3.3 1.3 1.3 1.5 1.2 0.6 1.1 1.2

Russia

0.3 1.6 2.3 2.2 2.7 0.5 0.9 1.7

slowed moderately, as sound growth in consumption and facilities investment3) was offset
by weak manufacturing production4) resulting
from a continued slump in exports.5) In China,
the growth rate in the third quarter decreased
compared to the quarter before, as not only
exports but also consumption and investment
remained sluggish, owing to heightened un-

Notes: 1) B ased on IMF statistics, except in the cases of individual
countries, the euro area and ASEAN-5 which are based on
their own published statistics.
2) T he rates of growth are annualized quarter-on-quarter rates
for advanced economies, and year-on-year rates for the
others.
3) T he annual growth rates are based on the fiscal year (April
of the current year to March of the next year).
4) Indonesia, Thailand, Malaysia, the Philippines, and Vietnam.
Sources: IMF, Individual countries’ published statistics.

certainties related to US-China trade negotiations. Growth in the ASEAN-5 countries
slowed, affected by their sluggish exports to

Inte r n atio n a l O il Pr ic e s Flu c tu ate
around Low-60 Dollar Level

China. India showed slower growth, as investment contracted due to a credit crunch caused

International oil prices declined to the mid-

by its troubled financial sector. In Brazil and

to upper-50 dollar per barrel range by August,

Russia, however, slumps in economic activity

driven by the escalation of the US-China

eased somewhat, driven by consumption.

trade dispute.6) They then rose sharply to the

1) The GDP growth rate for the US recorded 2.1% (annualized quarter-on-quarter) in the third quarter of 2019, led by a
large increase in private consumption (2.9%).
2) Manufacturing production continued to decline (-0.6%) in the third quarter, as in the quarter before (-0.8%), and the
manufacturing PMI has remained below the benchmark (50) since February 2019.
3) The contributions of private consumption and facilities investment to growth (annualized quarter-on-quarter) in the
third quarter were 1.2 percentage points and 1.1 percentage points, respectively.
4) Manufacturing production recorded a quarter-on-quarter decline of 0.5% in the third quarter (year-on-year decline of
0.8%).
5) E xports (in value terms) dropped for two consecutive quarters (-0.4% in the second quarter and -0.2% in the third
quarter, quarter-on-quarter).
6) After announcing its plan to raise tariffs on 300 billion dollars of Chinese imports (Aug. 1), the US designated China
as a currency manipulator (Aug. 5). In response, China announced its suspension of imports of US agricultural products (Aug. 5) and its plan to charge additional tariffs on 75 billion dollars worth of US imports (Aug. 23).

3
I. Monetary Policy Operating Conditions 1. Global Economy

to slow. In the United States, economic activity

2018

Year Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3

4

upper-60 dollar level by mid-September, due

the alleviation of risk aversion thanks to the

to the heightening of military tensions in

progress made in US-China trade negotia-

the Middle East,7) before falling back to the

tions8) and the reduced concerns about a No-

50-dollar range, owing to the faster-than-ex-

deal Brexit.9)

pected restoration of production facilities and
to concerns about global economic slowdown.

Government bond yields in major economies

In November, oil prices rebounded to the low-

fell in August, due to increased risk aversion

to mid-60 dollar range led by expectations of

and continued accommodative monetary pol-

progress in the US-China trade negotiations.

icy in major economies, before rebounding
in October on expectations of the Phase One
trade agreement between the US and China,

Figure I–1. International oil prices
Brent crude

and improvement in some economic indicators in major countries.

Dubai crude
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Figure I–2. Long-term market interest rates1) in
major economies
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Source: Bloomberg.

International Financial Markets Remain
Generally Stable After October

-1
16.1

-1
7

17.1

7

18.1

7

19.1

7

Note: 1) Treasury bond (10-year) yields.

In the international financial markets, vola-

Source: Bloomberg.

tility expanded as a result of the escalation of
US-China trade tensions, and the heightened

Stock prices dropped significantly both in

geopolitical risks in Hong Kong and the Mid-

advanced and emerging market economies,

dle East, before stabilizing overall in line with

on concerns about the global economic slow-

7) Concerns over oil supply disruptions heightened temporarily after attacks on two Saudi Arabian oil facilities (Sept.
14).
8) In a high-level meeting (Oct. 10~11) between the US and China, the US agreed to suspend additional tariff increases
on Chinese goods, while China agreed to increase its purchases of US agricultural products, and the Chinese Ministry of Commerce announced an agreement on a phased rollback of mutual tariffs (Nov. 7).
9) On October 28, the EU agreed to a Brexit extension to January 31, 2020, with the option for the UK to leave earlier if
the revised withdrawal agreement is ratified.

down. They rebounded sharply from October
onward, however, driven by expectations of an

Figure I–4. Major exchange rates1)

easing of US-China trade tensions and strong

USD/EUR (left)

corporate sales, with the Dow-Jones Industrial

JPY/USD (right)

(USD/EUR)

(JPY/USD)
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Average recording a historic high.
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Note: 1) Based on the New York market rate at 16:30.
Source: Reuters.
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Source: Bloomberg.

The US dollar fluctuated against major currencies, affected by the developments in the
US-China trade dispute and major countries’
economic indicators. It strengthened against
the euro due to concerns about economic
slowdown in the euro area and uncertainties
related to Brexit, but appreciated at a slower
pace from October onward following the decision to delay Brexit and the US Federal Reserve’s policy rate cut. It strengthened against
the yen, as preferences for safe assets weakened.

10) The US Dow-Jones Industrial Average hit a historical high (28,164) on November 27, after recording 26,916 in September 2019.

I. Monetary Policy Operating Conditions 1. Global Economy

Figure I–3. Share price indices of advanced and
emerging markets

2. Real Economy

quarter-on-quarter in line with continued
reductions in the number of construction projects, with both non-residential construction

Domestic Economic Growth Slows
6

The Korean economy continued to g row
at a slower pace, as the trend of growth in

and civil engineering declining.

Table I–2. Major economic growth indicators1)
(%)

consumption weakened amid a continued
2017

adjustment in construction investment and
ongoing slumps in exports and facilities investment. The real GDP growth rate was 0.4%
quarter-on-quarter (2.0% year-on-year) in the
third quarter.

Real GDP

2018
Year Q3

3.2 2.7

(Private consumption)

2.8 2.8

(Government consumption) 3.9 5.6

The pace of growth in private consumption
slowed to a mere 0.2% in the third quarter,
despite the rise in consumption of durable
goods including automobiles, as consumption
of semi-durable goods and overseas consumption fell. Government consumption sustained
its high rate of growth. In the third quarter,
it rose by 1.4% quarter-on-quarter, as central

(Facilities investment)

16.5 -2.4

(Construction investment) 7.3 -4.3
(Goods exports)

4.4 3.3

(Goods imports)

8.8 1.6

2019
Q4

Q1

Q2

Q3

0.5 0.9 -0.4 1.0 0.4
(2.1) (2.9) (1.7) (2.0) (2.0)
0.4 0.8 0.1 0.7 0.2
(2.3) (2.4) (1.9) (2.0) (1.8)
1.6 2.8 0.4 2.2 1.4
(4.8) (7.1) (5.5) (7.0) (6.9)
-4.0 3.2 -9.1 3.2 0.6
(-9.4) (-5.3) (-17.4) (-7.0) (-2.6)
-6.0 1.8 -0.8 1.4 -6.0
(-8.7) (-5.7) (-7.2) (-3.5) (-3.7)
4.8 -2.4 -3.5 0.7 5.3
(4.0) (6.3) (-0.9) (-0.7) (-0.1)
-1.1 2.2 -4.2 2.6 1.4
(-2.6) (4.8) (-5.7) (-0.7) (1.9)

Note: 1) Q uarter-on-quarter; Figures in parentheses are non-seasonally adjusted year-on-year rates.
Source: Bank of Korea.

government expenditures related to labor and
material costs increased11) while the rise in
health insurance payouts moderated

12)

due to

Partial Improvement in Employment
Continues

the base effect from the previous quarter. Facilities investment expanded in the third quar-

Employment conditions have recently contin-

ter, quarter-on-quarter, but in year-on-year

ued to show some improvement. In the third

terms, it continued to decrease. While invest-

quarter, the number of persons employed

ment in transportation equipment rose, both

rose by 366,000, up from that in the previous

in automobiles and other related equipment,

quarter (+237,000). By industry, employment

that in machinery dropped quarter-on-quarter

growth accelerated in some services sectors

due to the decline in investment in semicon-

including health & welfare and food & ac-

ductor manufacturing equipment. Construc-

commodation, while the manufacturing and

tion investment continued its adjustment.

wholesale & retail sectors continued to see de-

During the third quarter, it decreased by 6.0%

clining job growth, affected by weak business

11) During the third quarter, the central government’s personnel and material expenses rose by 5.7% year-on-year,
faster than in the second quarter (3.3%).
12) H ealth insurance payouts, which account for a majority of social transfers in kind (96%), rose 0.6% quarter-on-quarter in the third quarter, a slower rate of growth than in the second quarter (6.5%). In year-on-year terms,
their growth rate decreased from 12.1% in the second quarter to 3.3% in the third quarter.

conditions. The seasonally adjusted unem-

third quarter. This was a result of a sharp fall

ployment rate fell from the previous quarter

in exports of semiconductors and petroleum

(4.0%) by 0.5 percentage points to record 3.5%

products, whose unit prices dropped substan-

in the third quarter. In October, employment

tially.

growth accelerated compared to the third
Imports (customs clearance basis) also contin-

increasing by 419,000 year-on-year.

ued their trend of decline in the third quarter.
Imports of raw materials including crude oil

Table I–3. Major employment-related indicators
(million persons, %)

2017

2018
Year Q3

2019
Q4

Q1

Q2

Q3 Oct.

Economically active
population

27.8 27.9 28.1 27.9 27.7 28.4 28.3 28.4

(Rates of change)1)

1.2 0.5 0.4 0.5 0.9 1.1 0.9 1.1

Number of employed
persons

26.7 26.8 27.0 27.0 26.5 27.3 27.4 27.5

(Changes)1)

0.32 0.10 0.02 0.09 0.18 0.24 0.37 0.42

Labor force participation
63.2 63.1 63.1 63.1 63.4 63.3 63.1 63.3
rate2)
Employment-to-popula60.8 60.7 60.6 60.7 60.9 60.8 60.9 61.1
tion ratio2)
Unemployment rate2)

3.7 3.8 4.0 3.9 3.9 4.0 3.5 3.5

Notes: 1) Year-on-year.
2) Seasonally adjusted.
Source: Statistics Korea.

and petroleum products decreased at a faster
rate, while imports of capital goods continued
to decline, led mainly by semiconductor manufacturing equipment. Consumer goods imports, however, continued to increase owing
to a rise in imports of automobiles and home
appliances.

Table I–4. Current account
(billion dollars, %)

2017
Current account
Goods

2019
Q4

Q1

Q2

Q3

75.2 77.5 28.7 19.5 12.2 10.4 19.2
113.6 110.1 34.7 24.7 19.5 17.4 19.5

Exports1)

573.7 604.9 153.6 154.5 132.7 138.5 134.8

(Rate of change2)) 15.8 5.4
Imports

1)

Current Account Surplus Narrows

2018
Year Q3

1.7

7.7 -8.5 -8.6 -12.2

478.5 535.2 130.3 139.3 123.7 128.8 124.9

(Rate of change2)) 17.8 11.9 7.8 12.9 -6.6 -3.3 -4.1
Services

-36.7 -29.4 -7.4 -6.1 -7.2 -4.4 -5.4

The current account surplus narrowed year-

Credit

89.7 103.7 25.7 27.7 25.7 27.7 27.0

on-year in the third quarter. This was mainly

Debit

126.4 133.0 33.2 33.8 32.9 32.0 32.3

because the goods account surplus narrowed
substantially, led by sluggish exports of key
items such as semiconductors and petroleum
products amid the worsening global environment. Meanwhile, the services account deficit
shrank, particularly in travel and intellectual
property right fees. The primary income account surplus increased significantly thanks
to a rise in dividend income.
The decline in the growth rate of exports (customs clearance basis) accelerated during the

Primary income

5.3

4.9

3.2

2.6

1.5 -0.8 6.0

Secondary income -7.0 -8.2 -1.8 -1.7 -1.7 -1.8 -1.0
Notes: 1) Customs-clearance basis.
2) Year-on-year.
Sources: Bank of Korea, Korea Customs Service.
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quarter, with the number of persons employed

3. Prices

With regard to the overseas factors affecting
prices, the rate of increase in crude oil import
prices reversed to a large negative number13)

8

Consumer Price Inflation Around the 0%
Range

due to the fall in international oil prices14) from
July to October, leading to an accelerated drop
in domestic petroleum product prices. Prices

Consumer price growth was around 0% level

of non-energy imports, which affect domestic

between July and October. This was a result

industrial product prices indirectly, grew at a

of increased downward inflationary pressures

slightly slower pace15) than during the previ-

from supply-side factors such as the base

ous quarter, led by a slower rise in the dollar/

effect from prices of agricultural, livestock

won exchange rate.16)

& fisheries products and the accelerated decline in international oil prices, amid weak
demand-pull inflationary pressures and con-

Figure I–6. Import prices (Korean-won basis)1)

tinued downward pressures from government

Crude oil (left)

policy.

(%)

Figure I–5. CPI Inflation
Month-on-month

Non-energy (right)
(%)
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7

Sources: Bank of Korea, Statistics Korea.

13) The rate of increase in prices of crude oil imports (Korean won basis, year-on-year) reversed to -12.3% in the third
quarter from 1.0% in the quarter before.
14) International oil prices (Dubai crude oil basis, year-on-year) declined by -17.4% in the third quarter, a faster rate of
change compared to the first quarter (-1.3%) and second quarter (-6.3%).
15) The rate of increase in non-energy product import prices (Korean won basis, year-on-year) decelerated moderately
from 3.2% in the second quarter to 2.0% in the third quarter.
16) The extent of increase in the Korean won/US dollar exchange rate (year-on-year) expanded greatly from 5.0% in the
first quarter to 8.0% in the second quarter, and then fell to 6.5% in the third quarter.

As for domestic factors influencing prices,
inflationary pressures remained low on the

Figure I–8. Per-person rate of wage increase1)2)

demand side, with the percentage GDP gap

Total wage increase across industries
Total wage increase in personal service industry 3)

remaining negative. On the cost side, the

(%)

(%)

9

9

compared to a year earlier, while the rates of

8

8

wage increases in personal services industries

7

such as accommodation & food services remained higher than their normal year averages.

Figure I–7. Gaps of major economic indicators

7
Average of 3.6% wage increase across industries from
2012 to 20174)

6

6

5

5

4

4

3

3

2

2

1

Unemployment rate gap1) (left)

1
12

Percentage GDP gap2) (right)
(%p)

14

15

16

17

18

19

Notes: 1) Based on the firms with one or more permanent employees.

(%)

1.0

13

2

2) Year-on-year.
3) S imple average of the wage increase in the industries related to personal service such as accommodation & food

0.5

1

service activities.
4) Low rate of wage increase continued from 2012 to 2017 period under the low-inflation trend.
Source: Ministry of Employee and Labor.

0.0

0

-0.5

-1

-1.0

-2
10
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13

14
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19

Notes: 1) U nemployment rate (seasonally adjusted) - Non-accelerating inflation rate of unemployment (NAIRU, estimated by
Bank of Korea).
2) (Real GDP-potential GDP)/potential GDP, biannual basis
Sources: Bank of Korea, Statistics Korea.
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all-industry rate of wage growth declined

A look at other factors affecting inflation
finds that the prices of agricultural, livestock

Table I–5. Consumer prices1)
(%)

& fisheries products and the government’s
2017

strengthening of social-welfare policies re10

lated to the education and medical sectors
contributed to a significant decline in the consumer price inflation. Prices of agricultural,
livestock & marine products declined sharply
due to the base effect17) from the previous year
when the prices had soared due to a severe

Consumer price index
Agricultural, livestock &
marine products

2018

2019

Year Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Oct.

1.9 1.5 1.6 1.8 0.5 0.7 0.0 0.0
5.5 3.7 4.9 7.1 0.2 1.2 -5.4 -3.8

(Agricultural products)

4.6 8.1 9.5 13.6 1.3 1.6 -8.7 -7.5

(Livestock products)

6.5 -3.5 -2.8 -1.3 -1.6 1.7 -2.0 1.3

Industrial products

1.4 1.3 1.8 1.1 -0.7 0.0 -0.2 -0.3

(Petroleum products)

7.7 6.8 11.7 5.1 -10.2 -3.5 -6.0 -7.8

the strengthening of social-welfare measures

(Industrial products
excluding petroleum)

0.5 0.5 0.3 0.5 0.8 0.6 0.8 0.9

in the education and medical service sectors18)

Electricity, water & gas

-1.4 -2.9 -7.0 0.3 1.3 1.3 1.9 1.5

worked as a factor pushing inflation down,

Services

2.0 1.6 1.5 1.6 1.3 0.9 0.9 0.7

heat wave. Concerning government policies,

despite the expiration of the fuel tax cut.19)

(Rentals for housing)

Housing rental fees continued to decline year-

(Public service charges) 1.0 0.2 0.0 0.1 -0.3 -0.2 -0.4 -1.0

on-year, affected by drops in leasehold depos-

(Private service charges) 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.6 2.3 1.7 1.7 1.7

its and monthly rents20) (new contract basis).
Looking at the changes in CPI inflation in
the individual product categories, the rates of
increase in agricultural, livestock & marine
product prices dropped significantly quar-

CPI for living necessities

1.6 0.6 0.5 0.3 0.1 -0.1 -0.2 -0.2

2.5 1.6 1.7 2.1 0.2 0.7 -0.3 -0.3

CPI excluding food &
1.5 1.2 1.1 1.1 1.0 0.6 0.7 0.6
energy
CPI excluding agricultural
1.5 1.2 1.0 1.3 1.1 0.9 0.8 0.8
products & oils
Note: 1) Year-on-year.
Source: Statistics Korea.

ter-on-quarter during the third quarter, and

In terms of the contribution to inflation of the

the decrease in petroleum product prices

individual product categories, while the con-

accelerated. As for services, private service

tribution of service prices maintained a simi-

charges increased at a pace similar to that of

lar level to that in the previous quarter, that of

the previous quarter, but housing rents and

agricultural, livestock & marine product prices

public service charges declined at a slightly

and petroleum product prices fell sharply.

faster rate. In October, the decrease in petroleum products and public service charges accelerated, while that in agricultural, livestock
& marine product prices moderated.

17) During the third quarter of 2018 the prices of agricultural, livestock & marine products increased much faster than
the normal year average (2.5% between 2009 and 2018) at 6.5% (quarter-on-quarter).
18) Free high school education was introduced for the third year of high school in September this year, while and free
high school lunch was expanded to other areas (Gyeonggi province).
19) The 15% cut in the fuel taxfuel tax that had been in place from November 2018 was reduced to 7% this May, and
terminated in late August.
20) Leasehold deposits and monthly rents decreased by -1.5% during 2018, and -1.3% during the January to October
period in 2019.

cally sensitive inflation 22) increased by 1.6%.

Figure I–9. Contributions to CPI inflation1)

In October, the underlying inflation rates recorded similar levels to those of the previous

CPI inflation
Contribution
(%, %p)

quarter.

(%, %p)

3

3

11
Figure I–10. Underlying inflation rates

1)

2

1

1

CPI excluding agricultural products & oils
CPI excluding food & energy
CPI excluding food & energy (excluding administered prices)
0

Cyclically sensitive inflation

0

(%)
-1

(%)

3

3

2

2

1

1

-1

-2
16.Q1

-2
Q3

17.Q1

Services

Q3

18.Q1

Q3

19.Q1

Q3

Industrial products excluding petroleum

Agricultural, livestock & marine products
Petroleum products

Electricity, water & gas

Note: 1) Year-on-year.
Sources: Bank of Korea, Statistics Korea.
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0
7

16.1

7

17.1

7

18.1

7

19.1

7

Underlying Inflation Continues to
Increase At a Slow Pace

Note: 1) Year-on-year.

Core inflation excluding food and energ y

The inflation expectations of the general pub-

prices countinued to record the mid- and up-

lic for the next one year fell to the upper-1%

per-1% range growth during the third quarter.

range. In the economic experts group,23) both

Considering that the core inflation is greatly

short-term (next one year) and long-term (af-

influenced by the government’s strengthening

ter five years) expected inflation 24) declined

of its welfare policies, a look at core inflation

slightly in the third quarter. After October,

excluding administered prices

however, the long-term inflation expectation

21)

shows that it

rose by 1.3% in the third quarter, while cycli-

Sources: Bank of Korea, Statistics Korea.

of experts increased of slightly.

21) The core inflation index with administered prices excluded is calculated by excluding the prices of public services,
electricity, water, gas and school meals, which are greatly affected directly and indirectly by the government.
22) Cyclically sensitive inflation was calculated based on the items from among the group of products comprising the
core inflation index that react sensitively to the percentage GDP gap with food and energy product prices excluded.
23) These figures are survey results of domestic and foreign investment banks, securities companies, and market research institutions conducted by Consensus Economics, Inc.
24) For the expert group’s long-term expected inflation, the average of annual expected inflation for “the next five
years” which was used previously was replaced by expected inflation “after five years,” as it is a more accurate
indicator of expectations for the distant future, reflecting the recent rise in the volatility of expectations for the near
future.
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2

housing with leasehold deposits from those

Figure I–11. Inflation expectations
General public

on waiting lists for new apartments.

Experts

1)2)

1)

Consensus Economics short-term1)

Table I–6. Rates of increase in housing sales and
leasehold deposit prices1)

Consensus Economics long-term3)

12

(%)

(%)

4

4

(%)

2017
3

3

2018

2019

Year Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Sep. Oct.

Housing sales prices 1.5 1.1 0.3 0.3 -0.4 -0.5 -0.1 0.0 0.1
2

2

Seoul and its surrounding areas
(Seoul)

1

1

0

0
15.1

7

16.1

7

17.1

7

18.1

7

19.1

7

Notes: 1) Expected CPI inflation rates for the next 12 months.
2) Based on new samples since September 2018.
3) Expected CPI inflation rates after 5 years.
Sources: Bank of Korea, Consensus Economics.

Other areas

During the third quarter, nationwide housing
sales prices declined at a slower pace, but rebounded entering October. By region, housing
sales prices increased at a faster rate in Seoul
and its surrounding areas, as the sales prices
in Seoul rose significantly led by some apartments planned for reconstruction and new
apartments, while prices in Gyeonggi and
Incheon increased along with the sharp rise in
housing prices of areas near Seoul. In the rest
of the country, sales prices continued to drop
in the third quarter, after which the downward trend stopped as the prices in some metropolitan cities rose at a faster rate in October.
Nationwide housing leasehold deposit prices
reversed to a rise in October, as the pace of increase expanded in Seoul and its surrounding
areas due to the increasing demand for rental

3.6 6.2 2.2 0.8 -0.6 -0.3 0.4 0.2 0.4
0.7 -0.9 -0.3 -0.1 -0.4 -0.5 -0.4 -0.1 0.0

Reconstructed apart15.9 17.6 6.0 0.4 -1.2 2.1 2.9 1.0 1.0
ment sales prices
Leasehold deposit
0.6 -1.8 -0.5 -0.3 -0.7 -0.7 -0.3 0.0 0.1
prices
Seoul and its sur1.4 -1.5 -0.3 -0.2 -0.9 -0.7 0.0 0.1 0.2
rounding areas
(Seoul)
Other areas

Housing Sales and Leasehold Deposits
Prices Rebound

2.4 3.3 1.0 0.7 -0.5 -0.5 0.2 0.1 0.3

2.0 0.3 0.5 0.0 -1.1 -0.4 0.2 0.1 0.2
-0.1 -2.1 -0.7 -0.5 -0.5 -0.7 -0.6 -0.1 -0.1

Note: 1) Compared with the last survey dates of the previous period.
Sources: Korea Appraisal Board, Real Estate 114.

4. Financial and Foreign
Exchange Markets

Figure I–12. Korean and US Treasury bond yields
Korean Treasury bond (3-year) yield
Korean Treasury bond (10-year) yield

The Treasury bond yield (3-year) declined to a

US Treasury bond (10-year) yield
(%)

(%)

4

4

3

3

2

2

historical low25) in mid-August owing to concerns about the global economic slowdown,
and to heightened uncertainties related to the
US-China trade dispute and Japan’s export restrictions. However, it rebounded significantly
on the easing of external risks and concerns
about overly low interest rates and possible in-

1

1
16.1

7

17.1

7

18.1

7

19.1

7

Sources: KOFIA, Bloomberg.

crease in bond supply. In particular, the yield
rose sharply from October onward due to im-

Corporate Bond Credit Spreads Widen

provements in external conditions, including
progress in the US-China trade negotiations

Corporate bond credit spreads (against Trea-

and the weakening of expectations of addi-

sury bonds) widened slightly, infleunced by

tional base rate cuts, together with foreigners’

concerns about investment losses from de-

net sales of treasury bond futures.26)

rivatives linked securities27) (DLS) and weak
inflows of bond-type funds. From October
onward, they fluctuated within a relatively
narrow range.

25) The Treasury bond yield (3-year) recorded a historical low at 1.09% on August 19.
26) Since mid-November, however, the yield declined slightly influenced by the escalation of Hong Kong protests and
inflows of funds from bargain hunters.
27) As interest rates in major countries including Germany continued to fall until August, investment losses were seen
in some domestic DLS linked to them. This created concerns that a drop in demand for DLS and the ensuing
decline in securities companies’ financing through DLS issuance would lead to a fall in their investment in credit
bonds including those issued by specialized credit finance companies.
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Long-term Market Interest Rates
Rebound after Recording the Historical
Low

Figure I–13. Corporate bond credit spreads and
spread across credit ratings1)

Figure I–14. KOSPI and stock volatility index
KOSPI (left)

Corporate bonds (A-) - Corporate bonds (AA-) (left)
Corporate bonds (A-) – Treasury bonds (left)
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7

Note: 1) 3 -year maturity basis; Treasury bond yields based on final
quoted yields, and corporate bond yields on average yields
estimated by four private credit rating agencies.
Source: KOFIA.

Domestic Portfolio Investment by
Foreigners Decreases
Domestic portfolio investment by foreigners

Stock Prices Rebound after a Decline

reversed to a decrease after October.

Stock prices (KOSPI) fell significantly in early

Bond investment by foreigners continued to

August, owing to the continued uncertainties

increase until mid-October, with the balance

over Japan’s export restrictions and the addi-

of foreigners’ holdings setting a record high,28)

tional imposition of reciprocal tariffs between

but then reversed to a decline due to weak re-

the US and China. Beginning in late August,

investment of maturing funds.

however, they rebounded as risk aversion
eased due to the resumption of the US-China
trade negotiations. The stock price volatility
index (V-KOSPI) declined after fluctuating in
line with changes in the external risks.

28) The balance of foreigners’ bond holding stood at 127.5 trillion won as of October 16, 2019.

Lending to Enterprises Rises Steadily

Figure I–15. Changes in and balances of
foreigners’ bond holdings
Changes (left)

Lending to enterprises by banks continued to

Balances (right)

(trillion won)

grow steadily. While loans to large corpora-

(trillion won)

tions dropped as firms expanded their direct

125

funding, loans to SMEs increased at a solid

120

rate thanks to banks’ aggressive efforts to

115

extend loans. Lending to enterprises by non-

2

110

bank financial institutions maintained a high

0

105

growth in the third quarter.

6
4

100

-2

95
-4

90

-6
16.1

85
7

17.1

7

18.1

7

19.1

7

Direct funding by corporations continued to
be robust, chiefly through the issuance of corporate bonds. The net issuance of corporate
bonds increased in the third quarter compared

Source: Financial Supervisory Service.

to the previous quarter, thanks to greater
In terms of foreigners investment in domestic

investment demand in line with their advan-

stocks, the pace of decline gradually decelerat-

tageous interest rates. Issuance rose sharply in

ed after September onward due to progress in

October due to increased demand for issuance

the US-China trade negotiations and expec-

before the year-end. Growth in CP, however,

tations for a recovery in the global semicon-

reversed to a modest decline, while that in

ductor business, but picked up in November

stock issuance slowed as the newly issued

due to the adjustment of weights in the MSCI

stocks on a paid in basis.

Emerging Markets Index.

Figure I–16. Foreigners’ net stock purchases1)
and share in total holdings2)
Net stock purchases (left)

Share in total holdings (right)

(trillion won)

(%)
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7
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Notes: 1) Sum of net purchases in KOSPI and KOSDAQ markets.
2) Based on total stock market capitalizations.
Source: Koscom.
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130

8

creased considerably in October led primarily

Table I–7. Corporate funding1)
(trillion won)

2017

Loans

2019

In the third quarter, household lending by

40.4 46.7 16.5 5.6 12.6 14.6 9.2 7.5

non-bank depository institutions reversed to a

(Large firms)

-3.7 6.9 1.4 1.4 0.2 0.5 -3.4 1.1

decline due to continued redemption of loans

(SMEs)

44.0 39.8 15.2 4.2 12.4 14.1 12.7 6.3

for housing purchases extended by communi-

41.8 44.6 11.3 11.5 9.2 13.1 12.6 ‥

ty credit cooperatives, and to reduced lending

Banks

16

2018

Year Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Oct.2)

by mortgage loans.

Non-banks3)

Corporate bond
-3.5 5.2 1.2 -0.6 6.3 3.1 4.1 3.6
4)
Direct issuance
2.3 0.8 0.7 -2.0 1.3 0.2 -0.0 -0.4
financing CP Issuance5)

by mutual cooperatives and credit cooperatives under the tightened regulations.29)

Stock issuance6) 13.9 10.1 1.6 1.9 1.0 2.0 1.2 0.5
Notes: 1) Based on changes in balances during the periods.
2) Figures for October 2019 preliminary.

Table I–8. Household lending by depository
institutions1)
(trillion won)

3) Based on loans by mutual savings banks, credit unions, mutual credit cooperatives, community credit cooperatives, and

2017

insurance companies (including public and other lending).
4) B ased on corporate bonds issued through public subscription by non-financial corporations (excluding ABSs but
including P-CBOs).
5) Based on CP handled by securities firms, merchant banking
corporations and trust accounts of banks.
6) Initial public offerings and paid-in capital increases.
Sources: Bank of Korea, Financial Supervisory Service, Korea Securities Depository, Korea Credit Information Services.

Gradual Slowdown in Household
Lending Continues

2018

2019

Year Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Oct.2)

Commercial & specialized
58.7 60.4 15.7 19.7 6.5 14.9 18.0 7.2
bank loans3)
(Mortgage loans)3)4)

37.0 38.1 10.2 13.3 7.9 10.6 12.4 4.6

(Other loans, including
21.6 22.4 5.6 6.4 -1.4 4.3 5.6 2.5
through overdraft accounts)
Non-bank depository
22.6 6.8 0.0 3.5 -3.5 0.5 -1.9 ‥
institution loans3)
(Mutual credit
9.3 7.5 1.2 2.9 -0.1 1.2 -0.8 ‥
cooperatives)
(Credit unions)

1.2 -1.4 -0.4 0.1 -0.4 0.1 -0.3 ‥

(Community credit
cooperatives)

9.4 -1.9 -1.4 -0.6 -3.2 -1.6 -1.5 ‥

The overall growth of household lending

(Mutual savings banks)

2.7 2.5 0.6 0.9 0.3 0.8 0.7 ‥

continued to slow, as the steady increase in

(Others)5)

0.1 0.2 0.1 0.2 -0.1 -0.0 -0.1 ‥

lending by banks was offset by the decline in

Notes: 1) Based on changes in balances during the periods.

household lending by non-bank depository

2) Figures for October 2019 preliminary.

institutions.

4) Including loans related to housing such as those for lease-

3) Including mortgage transfers.
hold deposit housing.

During the third quarter, household lending

5) Trust accounts of banks, and postal savings.
Sources: Bank of Korea, Korea Housing Finance Corporation.

by banks increased faster than in the quarter
before, due to the rise in housing sales transactions in Seoul, and the continued demand
for leasehold deposit loans. Other loans also
grew by a large extent, driven by unsecured
lending due to demand for housing-related
funds. Household lending by banks also in-

29) The debt service ratio was introduced to banks in October 2018, and to non-banks in June 2019.

Korean Won/US Dollar Exchange Rate
Fluctuates Sharply

The swap rate (3-month maturity) increased,
as foreign currency liquidity remained sufficient owing to the narrowing of the negative
domestic-overseas interest rate spread follow-

rose sharply to the 1,220 won level from July

ing the US Federal Reserve’s three policy rate

onward with concerns about Japan’s export

cuts, and to the alleviation of risks related to

restrictionss and the escalation of US-China

trade disputes.

trade dispute, after which it fell in September
affected by the resumption of the US-China
trade negotiations and the easing of concerns

Figure I–18. Domestic/international interest rate
spread1) and swap rate

about a no-deal Brexit. However, the exchange

Domestic/international interest rate spread (3 months)

rate rose again after mid-November, as uncertainties over a US-China trade agreement and
geopolitical risk in Hong Kong heightened.

Swap rate (3 months)
(%, %p)

(%, %p)

2

2

1

1

0

0

-1

-1

-2

-2

The Korean won/Japanese yen (100 yen) rate
rose to the 1,160 won level due to preferences
for safe assets in line with expanding external risks. It then fell back, as risk aversion
weakened on expectations for progress in the
US-China trade negotiations.
-3
16.1

Figure I–17. Exchange rates

-3
7

17.1

7

18.1

Source: Bank of Korea.
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Note: 1) Final transaction standard rate offered to customers posted
by KEB Hana Bank during the day.
Sources: Bank of Korea, KEB Hana Bank.
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7

Note: 1) Y ield on Korean Monetary Stabilization Bonds (MSBs) (3
months) - US LIBOR (3-months).
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The Korean won/US dollar exchange rate

Accommodative Financial Conditions
Continue
Domestic financial conditions are judged as
18

accommodative. The Financial Conditions
Index30) has recently declined moderately, but
is still viewed as remaining at an accommodative level.31) The real money gap32) remains
positive, as the real money supply substantially exceeds its long-term equilibrium level.

Figure I–19. Financial Conditions Index1) and real
money gap1)2)
Financial Conditions Index (left)

Real money gap (right)
(%)

2

6

accommodative
1

3

0

0
tight

-1

-3
12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

Notes: 1) If the figure is above zero (below zero), a long-term equilibrium, it means that financial conditions are accommodative
(tight). Analysis period is from the first quarter of 2000 to
second quarter of 2019.
2) Based on M2.
Source: Bank of Korea.

30) The Financial Conditions Index (FCI) assesses whether financial conditions are accommodative or tight and is calculated by standardizing the weighted sum of six major financial variables that are important in assessing financial
conditions, such as interest rates, exchange rates, and stock prices.
31) Among the variables comprising the FCI, term spread and risk premium were the main contributors to the loose
conditions.
32) This refers to the divergence between the real money supply at a specific point in time and the long-term equilibrium money supply, and is used for judging whether there is an excess (gap > 0) or shortfall (gap < 0) of the real
money supply compared to the long-term equilibrium money supply.

Box I-1.
Characteristics and Implications of
Capital Flows in Korea

Proportions of foreigners’ investment in Korea by
product types1)
(%, %p)

Total

51.7

22.0

26.3

100.0

After GFC3) (B)

54.5

29.4

16.2

100.0

+2.8

+7.3

-10.1

-

B-A

As heightened uncertainties over the external

Notes: 1) Based on International Investment Position(IIP).

conditions remain, and Korea’s economic slowdown continues, some have raised concerns

2) End of the fourth quarter of 2007.
3) End of the third quarter of 2019.
Source: Bank of Korea.

about the potential increase in the volatility of
capital flows. The following section will examine
the characteristics and implications of Korea’s

Capital flows of foreign investment by product
types1)

capital in- and outflows,1) both in terms of do-

Stock

mestic investment by foreigners and overseas
investment by Korean residents.

(Domestic Investment by Foreigners)

Bonds

Loans

(billion dollar)

(billion dollar)

120

120

100

100

80

80

60

60

40

40

20

20

foreigners were driven by equity investments

0

0

before the global financial crisis (GFC), bond in-

-20

-20

vestment increased significantly after the crisis.

-40

-40

As a result, the proportion of bond investment in

-60

-60

While the inflows of domestic investment by

foreigners’ investment in Korea2) has increased

-80
00

since the GFC, and the share of foreigners’ trea-

Note: 1) Based on Balance of Payment; 2019 to include the first quar-

sury bond holding has also risen significantly.
Accordingly, it was found that the impact of for-

-80
02

04

06

08

10

12

14

16

18

ter to third quarter of 2019.
Source: Bank of Korea.

eigners’ bond investment on domestic interest
rates has increased since the GFC. The impact
of foreign investment on stock prices and exchange rates was found to be significant both
before and after the crisis.

1) Capital flows were examined based on portfolio investment (equities and bonds), borrowing and lending by foreigners and Korean residents. Direct investment was not included in the analysis.
2) The share of foreigners’ treasury bond holding in the total treasury bond issuance outstanding rose significantly from
1.0% during the 2000 to 2007 period to 13.2% during the 2010 to the third quarter of 2019 period (quarterly average
during the period).
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Stock Bonds Loans
Before Global Financial
Crisis2) (A)

Impact of net inflows of foreign investment on
major financial variables1)
(Stock price)

(Interest rate)

3

20

0.1

(Exchange rate2))
0.6

0.06

0.4

from the pre-crisis level of 0.06 to 0.84 after the
crisis.5) This implies that foreign capital flows are
but also by global economic and financial devel-

3)

0.04

1

rates of Korea and major EMEs rose significantly

likely to be affected not only by domestic factors

0.08
2

coefficient of correlation between GDP growth

opments.

0.2

0.02
0

0

0

Capital in- and outflows by foreigners1) in Korea
and EMEs2)

-0.02
-1

-0.2

-0.04
-0.06

-2

-0.4

Korea

-0.08
-3

-0.6

-0.1
00. Jan.
10. Jan.
~09. Dec. ~19. Jul.

00. Jan.
10. Jan.
~09. Dec. ~19. Jul.

EMEs

(%)
00. Jan.
10. Jan.
~09. Dec. ~19. Jul.

Notes: 1) Estimate KOSPI monthly return and rate of change in 3-year
Korean Treasury bond yield and in exchange rate as dependent variables through GMM using monthly rate of change
of Industrial Production Index and of consumer price index

(%)

8

8

6

6

4

4

2

2

0

0

-2

-2

2) Negative values indicate currency appreciation.

-4

-4

3) Dotted lines are not statistically significant at 10% level.

-6

-6

-8

-8

and the ratio of net-inflows of capital by foreigners to nominal GDP as explanatory variables.

Source: Bank of Korea.

The serial correlation between net inflows of for-

-10
01

eign investment and the real GDP growth shows

Notes: 1) B ase d on the ratio of c apital f lows to nominal GDP

05

07

09

11

13

15

17

(three-quarter moving average).

that the correlation coefficient was highest in the
same quarter,3) indicating pro-cyclicality of for-

-10
03

2) Sixteen countries including China, Thailand, and Brazil.
Sources: Bank of Korea, IMF.

eign investment after the GFC.
The analysis also found that foreign stock and
bond investment flows in Korea and other
emerging market economies (EME) have become more synchronized. This was judged to
be a result of increasd synchronization between
economic activities in Korea and other EMEs,
with the global liquidity flows into both Korean and other EMEs rising after the GFC.4) The

3) During the first quarter of 2010 to second quarter of 2019 period, the coefficient of a serial correlation between net
inflows of foreigners’ investment and the real GDP growth in the same quarter was 0.52.
4) The outstanding balance of foreign investment inflows to EMEs rose from 2.4 trillion dollars at end-2007 to 4.0 trillion dollars at end-2018, while that to advanced economies declined from 26.3 trillion dollars to 20.1 trillion dollars,
showing the net inflows of global liquidity went mainly into EMEs.
5) The coefficient of correlation between GDP growth rates of Korea and China rose from 0.17 to 0.80.

and the decline in returns on domestic invest-

(Overseas Investment by
Korean Residents)

ment. Although investment demand for longterm bonds from pension funds and insurance
companies has risen with the significant growth

increased rapidly since the GFC, driven by port-

in their driven by an increase in household sav-

folio investment in equities and bonds, rather

ings, the volume of long-term bond issuance

than by lendings. By investor type,7) the growth

in Korea is not sufficient to meet the demand,

in overseas investment by the general govern-

leading them to increase their overseas bond

ment sector including pension funds has been

investment. The narrowed difference in the rates

led by equity investment, while for deposit-taking

of return on portfolio investment between Korea

institutions, lendings have been the main driver.

and the US is also considered to have contribut-

For other sectors including insurance companies

ed to increasing the incentive for overseas port-

and asset management firms, bond investment

folio investment.

has been the main contributor to the increase in
their overseas investment.

Overseas investments by investor and product
types

Capital flows of Korean residents’ investment by
product types1)
Stock (left)

Bonds (left)

Loans (left)

Balance (right)

(billion dollar)

(billion dolllar)

100

Stock

Bonds

(billion dollar)

Loans
(billion dolllar)

250

250

200

200
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150
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100

50

50

800

80
600
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40

400
20

0

0
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0
Government

-20

Deposit taking
institutions

Others

Notes: 1) From Balance of Payment.
-40
00
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08

10

12
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16

18

2) From 2010 to the third quarter of 2019.
Source: Bank of Korea.

Note: 1) From Balance of Payment (total balance from International
Investment Position); from the first to third quarter for 2019.
Source: Bank of Korea.

The rapid growth of overseas investment seems
to be due to changes in domestic conditions of
the Korean economy, such as population aging
6) The proportions of overseas investment by residents relative to GDP in 2018 were 3.6% in Korea, 5.2% in Japan, 2.7%
in the euro area, 1.5% in the US, and 1.0% in China.
7) In accordance with the BPM6, investors are categorized into general government (KIC, pension funds, etc.), deposit-taking institutions (banks), and others (securities companies, insurance companies, asset management firms, etc.).
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Overseas investment by Korean residents has
6)

Net issuance of long-term bonds1) in Korea and
the amount of assets held by pension funds2) and
insurance companies3)
Net issuance of long-term bonds in Korea (A) (left)
Assets held by pension funds and insurance companies (B) (left)
B-A (right)

22
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Notes: 1) Bonds with maturities longer than 5 years.
2) National Pension, Teachers Pension, and Government Employees Pension.
3) Exclude loans by insurance companies.
Sources: Bank of Korea, Ministry of Economy and Finance, Financial
Supervisory Service.

(Future Outlook and Implications)
Considering Korea’s strong external soundness,
exemplified by the continued current account
surpluses and ample foreign exchange liquidity,
massive capital outflows are not likely at present. However, given various potential external
risks such as the global economic slowdown
and the US-China trade dispute, developments
of those risks and the consequent capital flows
should be closely monitored, while continuous
policy efforts are needed to maintain macroeconomic stability and external soundness. In
addition, close attention is also required with
respect to overseas investment by residents, the
rise of which has been driven by demographic
changes and the stronger search for yield in a
low-interest rate environment.

Ⅱ
Conduct of Monetary
Policy

1. Base Rate

25

2. Bank Intermediated Lending Support Facility

27

3. Financial Stability

29

1. Base Rate

A detailed look at the monetary policy decisions during this period, and the backgrounds
behind them, are as follows:

Decrease from 1.50% to 1.25% per
Annum in October 2019

In the August meeting, the Board decided to
leave the Base Rate unchanged 33) at 1.50%
considering that it was necessary to monitor

modative policy stance to ensure that the

the developments of external conditions and

recovery of growth continues and consumer

their impacts on the Korean economy, partic-

price inflation can be stabilized at the target

ularly since the Base Rate had been cut by 0.25

level over a medium-term horizon, while

percentage points in July to cope with grow-

conducting its monetary policy with attention

ing downside risks to the macroeconomy.

to financial stability as well. In this process it

Concerning the domestic economy, growth

closely examined domestic and overseas risk

had continued to slow, as the adjustments in

factors such as the US-China trade dispute,

construction investment and the sluggishness

changes in the economies and monetar y

in exports and facilities investment persisted

policies of major countries, household debt

while consumption growth weakened. It was

growth, geopolitical risks, and capital flows.

also judged that the uncertainties surrounding

Under this policy stance, the Bank decided at

the future growth path had risen even further,

its October meeting of the Monetary Policy

due to the worsening US-China trade dispute

Board to lower the Base Rate again by 25 basis

and heightened geopolitical risks. It was seen

points, as in July, to 1.25% per annum.

that downside risks to the price forecast path
had increased as consumer price inflation
declined to the mid-0% range. In terms of

Figure II–1. Bank of Korea Base Rate1)

financial stability, while growth in household

(%)
3.5

3.5

(Jul. 12, 2012)
(Oct. 11)

3.0

loans was slowing, it seemed necessary to

(%)

3.0

(May 9, 2013)
(Aug. 14, 2014)

2.5

2.5

(Oct. 15)

(Nov. 30, 2018)

(Jun. 11)

(Nov. 30, 2017)

1.5

(Jun. 9, 2016)

(Jul. 18, 2019)

1.0

1.5

1.0
13

14

15

16

expectations for a rise in housing prices had
grown and volatility in financial and foreign

2.0

(Oct. 16)
12

nancial stability perspective, particularly since

exchange markets had expanded.

(Mar. 12, 2015)

2.0

stay alert to the changes in risks from the fi-

17

18

19

Note: 1) Figures in parentheses refer to the dates of Base Rate adjustments.
Source: Bank of Korea.

In the October meeting, the Board decided
to cut 34) the Base Rate by 0.25 percentage
points to 1.25% per annum. The Board made
this decision in view of weaker demand-side
inflationary pressures and of the expectation that growth would fall short of the July

33) Board members Dongchul Cho and Inseok Shin opposed the idea of maintaining the Base Rate at 1.50%, and argued for a 0.25 percentage point cut.
34) Board members Il Houng Lee and Jiwon Lim opposed the idea of lowering the Base Rate by 0.25 percentage
points and aseerted that it should be maintained at the existing level (1.50%).
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The Bank of Korea maintained its accom-

26

forecast path due to the continued US-China

stability, it was judged that close attention

trade dispute and growing geopolitical risks.

should be continuously paid to the risks of

In terms of the domestic economy, growth

financial imbalances worsening in line with

had continued to slow, as the sluggishness

inflows of funds into risky assets or real estate

in exports and investment persisted while

considering the recent rise in housing prices,

consumption growth weakened. Consumer

particularly in Seoul and and its surrounding

price inflation had recorded a negative figure

areas, and the expansion of household lending

in September due to the drops in prices of

growth entering October.

petroleum products, of agricultural, livestock
& marine products, and of public services. It
was forecast to stand at the 1% range in 2020

Open Market Operations to Maintain
Call Rate at Base Rate Level

after fluctuating in the 0% range for some
time. While the slowing of household lending

In order to influence the overnight call rate so

growth had continued, a need was seen for

that it does not deviate greatly from the Base

close monitoring of changes in the housing

Rate, the Bank of Korea adjusts market liquid-

market and their impacts on household debt,

ity by utilizing its open market operations

particularly since housing prices in Seoul and

instruments including issuance of Monetary

its surrounding areas had been rising of late.

Stabilization Bonds (MSBs), RP transactions,
and deposits into the Monetary Stabilization

Meanwhile, in the November meeting, while

Account (MSA).

the price and growth outlooks were adjusted
downward, the Board kept35) the Base Rate at

During the third quarter of this year, the total

1.25% considering that the downward adjust-

amount of the Bank’s liquidity adjustment

ment had been anticipated when the Board

(average balance basis) increased slightly

cut the Base Rate in October and that it was

compared to the quarter before, due to the

necessary to monitor future developments in

increase in government borrowing from the

macroeconomic and financial stability con-

Bank to expand fiscal spending. In response,

ditions. Domestic economic continued to be

the Bank increased the volumes of its MSB

sluggish, and in reflection of the recent eco-

issuance and RP sales. In October, the volume

nomic conditions and changes in conditions

of liquidity for needed for adjustments rose

at home and abroad, the growth outlooks

modestly from the previous month, to which

were lowered to around 2% for 2019 and the

the Bank responded by increasing RP sales

lower-2% level in 2020. Consumer inflation

and the MSA deposits.36)

had recorded about 0% in 2019 and was projected to be around 1% in 2020, falling below

As a result, the call rate remained generally

the 2% inflation target. In terms of financial

stable at around the Base Rate.37)

35) Board member Inseok Shin expressed opposition to keeping the base rate at 1.50% and argued for a 0.25 percentage point cut.
36) Although new MSB issuance increased during October compared to the month before, the outstanding amount
declined, as the volume of repayment was larger. This was because 2-year MSBs issued on the 2nd of every even
month reached their maturity (8.3 trillion won on Oct. 2).
37) On the August’s reserve maintenance closing day (Aug. 7), the Bank of Korea purchased 1-day RPs (1.7 trillion
won) to cope with the possiblity of greater interest rate volatility owing to temporary imbalances between fund supply and demand.

Figure II–2. Liquidity adjustment 1) by means of
open market operations
Issuance of MSBs2)

2. Bank Intermediated
Lending Support Facility

RP sales (net)

Deposits into MSA3)
(trillion won)

(trillion won)
210

200

200

190

190

180

180

170

170

160

160

Adjustment of Ceilings for Programs
to Support Recovery of Growth and
Boosting of Growth Potential
To ensure that banks are active in extending
loans to small and medium-sized enterprises,
the Bank of Korea operates the Bank Intermediated Support Facility system, through which

150

150
16.Ⅰ

Ⅲ

17.Ⅰ

Ⅲ

18.Ⅰ

Ⅲ

19.Ⅰ

Ⅲ

it supports banks by supplying them with
funds at interest rates lower than the Base
Rate. Operation of the Bank Intermediated

Notes: 1) Quarterly average balance basis.
2) E xcluding 3.45 trillion won (Oct. 16, 2015~Oct. 14, 2016) of
MSB sales to Korea Development Bank through negotiated
transactions.

Lending Support Facility ensures that funds
are allocated to productive sectors, and contributes to boosting the effectiveness of mon-

3) Monetary Stabilization Account.

etary policy through the credit channel. When

Source: Bank of Korea.

necessary, the Monetary Policy Board adjusts
the Bank Intermediated Lending Support

Figure II–3. Bank of Korea Base Rate and
overnight call rate

Facility’s total ceiling, and its individual program ceilings and reserves, in consideration of

Overnight call rate - BOK Base Rate (right)
Overnight call rate (left)

financial and economic trends and SME fund-

BOK Base Rate (left)

(%)

(bp)

3

30

2

20

1

10

ing conditions.
Effective October 1, the Bank adjusted the
ceilings of programs under the Bank Intermediated Lending Support Facility to support
the recovery of the domestic economy and
the expansion of the growth potential. The

0

0

Bank raised the ceiling of the Support Program for New Growth Engine Development

-1
16.1

-10
7

17.1

Source: Bank of Korea.

7

18.1

7

19.1

7

and Job Creation by 4 trillion won in order
to strengthen support for companies able to
contribute to expanding new growth engines
and employment. Furthermore, the Bank increased the ceiling of the Support Program for
Trade Financing by 1 trillion won to improve
exporters’ funding conditions. Excess funds
from the Program for Stabilization of SME

27
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Lending were used in raising the ceilings of
the programs above. Meanwhile, the Support

Figure II-4. Ceiling and interest rates of Bank
Intermediated Lending Support Facility

Program for Small-scale Business Owners

Ceiling (left)

stopped providing new funds from November
13 as scheduled, as loan transfers became no
longer available for the program beneficiaries.
The Bank Intermediated Lending Support Fa28

cility is being operated with a total ceiling of

Interest rate (right)

(trillion won)

(%)

30

2.5

25

2.0

20
1.5
15

25 trillion won, including 2.5 trillion won under the Support Program for Trade Financing,
10 trillion won under the Support Program
for New Growth Engine Development and
Job Creation, 6.5 trillion won under the Program for Stabilization of SME Lending, and
5.9 trillion won under the Support Program
for Regional Enterprises. The facility’s interest
rates range from 0.50% to 0.75% per annum,
depending on the program.

Table II–1. Programs under the Bank Intermediated Lending Support Facility
(trillion won, %)

Ceiling
Program

Before
After
adjustment adjustment

Interest
rate

Support Program for Trade
Financing

1.5

2.5

0.50

Support Program for New
Growth Engine Development
and Job Creation1)

6.0

10.0

0.50

11.0

6.5

0.50~0.75

0.5

-

0.50

5.9

5.9

0.75

25.04)

25.04)

-

Program for Stabilization of
SME Lending2)
Support Program for Smallscale Business Owners3)
Support Program for
Regional Enterprises
Total

Notes: 1) T he Support Program for High-tech and Other Start-up
SMEs was expanded and reorganized as Support Program
for New Growth Engine Development and Job Creation
(September 2017).
2) Includes the support that had been formerly provided
under the Support Program for Facilities Investment.
3) Program ended as of November 13th as a new supply of
loan transfers had stopped.
4) Includes reserves of 0.1 trillion won, which can be operated
when necessary.
Source: Bank of Korea.

1.0
10
0.5

5
0

0.0
11

12

13

Source: Bank of Korea.
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3. Financial Stability

meeting results and examined their impacts
on financial and foreign exchange markets in
Korea, in preparation for a possible increase in

As persistent financial imbalances can ulti-

domestic financial market volatility in accor-

mately lead to deterioration of macroeconomic

dance with any change in the Fed’s monetary

stability, it is necessary in conducting mon-

policy stance.

etary policy to consider financial stability as
well. From this standpoint, the Bank of Korea
has devoted efforts to achieve financial and

Strenthening of Early Warnings against
Potential Risks in Financial System

foreign exchange market stability, to provide
In response to the growing financial stability

risk factors, to strengthen the global financial

risk owing to the worsening of external con-

safety nets, and to enhance the stability and

ditions and the slowing of domestic economy,

efficiency of payment and settlement systems.

the Bank of Korea strengthened its efforts
for the preemptive identification of and early

Promotion of Financial and Foreign
Exchange Market Stability

warnings against potential risks within the

The Bank of Korea continued its efforts to

During its 「Financial Stability Meeting」 in

ensure financial and foreign exchange market

September, the Bank carefully assessed the

stability in response to changes in conditions

sectoral vulnerabilities of the household and

in Korea and abroad. The Bank kept a close

corporate credit markets and of asset markets,

eye on the impacts of external risk factors,

as corporate earnings declined and household

while seeking for stabilization measures in

delinquency rate showed upward movement

times of heightened market volatility by acti-

amid heightened volatility in the financial and

vating the emergency response system.

foreign exchange markets. In addition, the

financial system.

Bank looked at the loss-absorption capacities
In response to growing uncertainties con-

of financial institutions to examine the finan-

cerning Japanese export restrictions and

cial system’s resilience against an unexpected

US-China trade negotiations in early August,

tail risk. As concerns were raised about house-

the Bank held the 「Financial and Economic

hold debt soundness, with housing prices

Conditions Review Meeting」 and examined

continuing to decline and household income

developments in domestic and overseas fi-

reduced, the Bank also examined the house-

nancial markets and their impacts on the

hold debt conditions in each region (Seoul

Korean economy. During the Chuseok holi-

and its surrounding areas, and other areas). It

days in September, the Bank comprehensively

also reviewed the financial health of marginal

examined international financial market

enterprises with relatively weak debt-servic-

conditions, including developments of the

ing capacities (whose interest coverage ratio

US-China trade dispute. Before and after the

is below 1 for three consecutive years), in line

three FOMC meetings in July, September

with the recent worsening of the global and

and October, the Bank closely monitored the

domestic business environments. Moreover,

II. Conduct of Monetary Policy 3. Financial Stability

early warnings for potential financial system

29

it examined potential risk, such as the recent

agement, and related potential risk factors.

trends of derivatives-linked securities (DLS),
which have been increasingly issued since the
global financial crisis, and the possibility of

Table II–2. Joint examinations1) with Financial
Supervisory Service
(times)

their early redemption.
The Bank continued its efforts to respond to
domestic and external risks to financial sta30

bility, such as the build-up of household debt

2015

2016

2017

2018

7

6

6

5

2019
Jan. - Nov.
6

Note: 1) Based on the number of examinations.
Source: Bank of Korea.

and the escalation of US-China trade tensions.
It participated in meetings of the 「Household
Debt Task Force」 and the 「Macroeconomic

Strengthening of Global Financial
Cooperation

Finance Meeting」 to assess the impacts of
changes in the domestic and global conditions

The Bank of Korea actively participated in

on the Korean economy and financial system

discussions at international organizations

and sought policy responses together with the

and consultative bodies including the BIS, the

government and the supervisory authorities.

IMF and the G20, where it worked to closely
monitor global financial and economic devel-

The Bank of Korea conducted joint examina-

opments and current issues in major econo-

tions of financial institutions to review out-

mies, to examine the impacts on the Korean

standing financial issues and assess potential

economy, and to seek preemptive measures in

risks within the financial system. It carried

response.

out a sectoral examination of major commercial banks’ management of household loans to

To respond more effectively to growing un-

look at the impacts and policy effects of tight-

certainties at home and abroad, the Bank en-

ened lending regulations, as well as the debt

hanced the effectiveness of Korea’s multi-lay-

repayment capacities of vulnerable borrowers.

ered foreign exchange safety nets. As part of

The Bank also conducted a sectoral exam-

such efforts, it participated in the first actual

ination of the managements of foreign bank

transaction test,38) held in September, to im-

branches as well as examinations of individual

prove the effectiveness of the ASEAN+3 Chi-

banks’ risks. In these examinations, the Bank

ang Mai Initiative Multilateralization (CMIM)

reviewed not only foreign bank branches sec-

agreement, the region’s multilateral currency

toral potential risks but also their impacts on

swap arrangement.

the Korean financial markets. Through the examination of individual banks, the Bank made
comprehensive evalutions of their financing
and fund management behaviors, loan man-

38) There have been a total of 10 CMIM fund withdrawal test exercises until 2019. The tenth exercise was the first one
involving actual fund transfers, in which two central banks requested currency swap funds and other ASEAN+3
member central banks including the Bank of Korea provided support.

Enhancement of Safety and Efficiency
of Payment and Settlement Systems
The Bank of Korea continued its efforts to enhance the safety and efficiency of the payment
and settlement systems.
The Bank devoted efforts to ensure smooth
domestic implementation of the 「Principles
for Financial Market Infrastructures (PFMI)」
and other international standards in the

field of payment and settlement. It conducted
examinations of the clearing and settlement
systems of exchange-traded securities (KOSPI
and KOSDAQ) and derivatives markets where
Korea Exchange acts as a central counterparty,
and of OTC derivatives markets to assess their
compliance with the PFMI and their cyber risk
response frameworks. Furthermore, through a
joint examination of two financial investment
companies, the Bank examined whether they
were complying with relevant regulations as
well as their settlement risk management and
recommended improvements in some areas.
In addition, the Bank has been continuing its
research40) on the impacts that innovations
such as Facebook’s Libra, central bank digital
currency, crypto assets, and distributed ledger
technology have on the payment and settlement systems and financial stability.

39) Following the global financial crisis, a need was identified to expand over-the-counter derivatives market infrastructures and strengthen the international standards for the operation of financial market infrastructures. Accordingly,
the BIS’s Committee on Payments and Market Infrastructures (CPMI), jointly with the International Organization
of Securities Commissions (IOSCO), integrated the existing international standards, and in April 2012 they were
established as the new international standards for payment and settlement. CPMI-IOSCO has enacted additional
international standards as supplementary guidelines for PFMI compliance, including its Guidelines on cyber resilience for financial market infrastructures (June 2016), Recovery of financial market infrastructures (July 2017) and
Resilience of central counterparties (CCPs): Future guidance on the PFMI (July 2017).
40) The Bank has been closely monitoring related discussions on the international stage. In October, it distributed a
recent G7 working group report as a press release.
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Bank lending rates and major reference rates

Box II-1.

Loans to enterprises (left)
Bank bonds (3-month) (right)

Assessment of Changes in Lending and
Deposit Rates after Base Rate Cuts
Banks’ lending and deposit interest rates have
generally continued their downward trends along
32

with market rates since March 2019. Banks’ in-

(%)

(%)

3.9

2.2

3.7

2.0

3.5

1.8

3.3

1.6

3.1
18.1

terest rate on loans declined by 52bp, from 3.72%

1.4
4

7

10

19.1

4

7

10

Loans to households (left)
Bank bonds (5-year) (right)

on average in January and February to 3.20%

(%)

(%)

in October.1) During the same period, the inter-

4.0

3.5

est rate on deposits fell by 42bp, from 1.97% to

3.5

3.0

1.55%.2) The extent of these declines is generally

3.0

2.5

2.5

2.0

2.0

1.5

similar to that of the two Base Rate cuts (50bp,
in July and October). As the lending rate declined
more than the deposit rate, the spread between

1.0
4

7

10

19.1

4

7

10

Source: KOFIA.

the two narrowed compared to early this year.

One of the major characteristics of banks’ lend-

Trends of lending and deposit rates in 2019
Lending rate (left)

1.5
18.1

ing and deposit rate changes is that interest
rates on lending and deposit started to decline

Deposit rate (right)

Gap between lending and deposit rates (right)

early, anticipating the Base Rate cuts to a con-

(%)

(%, %p)

4.0

2.8

siderable extent. This is due to the fact that major short- and long-term market rates, which are

3.6

2.4

used as reference rates for lending and deposit
rates, began to fall rapidly3) from March, reflect-

3.2

2.0
1.73

ing the fact that Base Rate cuts were expected.

1.77
1.65

2.8

1.6

2.4

1.2
19.1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Source: Bank of Korea.

1) Considering that major market rates, used as reference rates for banks’ lending and deposit rates, have been on the
decline since March 2019, the period during which changes in banks’ lending and deposit rates are analyzed is set
at October relative to the average of January and February.
2) In case of reference rates linked to lending and deposit rates, short-term rate products (91-days CD) fell by 41bp,
and long-term rate products (5-year bank bonds) dropped by 42bp during the analysis period.
3) Long-term market rates are greatly affected not only by expectations for a Base Rate cut, but also by external factors
and supply and demand conditions. They were on a downward trend from March on the escalation of the US-China
trade dispute, sluggish economic in dicators in major economies, and consequent expectations for monetary policy
easing in Korea and abroad. However, they then fell at a slower pace from late August on burdens of low interest
rate levels, easing of external risks and cautiousness related to future expansions of bond supply.

Changes in major short- and long-term market
interest rates

Changes in lending rates by types of loan1)
(bp)

CD (91 days)

(bp)

20

20

0

0

Bank bonds (3-month)
Korean Treasury bond (3-year)
Bank bonds (5-year)
(%)

(%)

2.2

Base Rate cut
(Jul., 18)

2.2

Base Rate cut
(Oct., 16)

2.0

2.0

1.8

1.8
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Note: 1) Changes between Jan.~ Feb. average and October.
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Source: Bank of Korea.

11

Source: KOFIA.

Amount of growth in lending to small and
medium-sized corporations by banks1)

In addition, among all the lending rates, a relatively large decline was seen in the lending rates

(trillion won)

(trillion won)

40

40

for SMEs. During the analysis period, they fell by
58bp, which is greater than the declines of the

30

lending rates for large enterprises (44bp) and
lending rates overall (52bp). The significant drop

30
24.8

23.1
20

20

in lending rates for SMEs is owing to the fall in
short-term market rates as well as to banks’
efforts to reduce lending spreads to expand

13.8

12.7

8.7

10

10

lending to SMEs. Accordingly, borrowings of
SMEs, which are heavily dependent on banks,

0

0
15

16

17

18

19

increased by 24.8 trillion won from January to

Note: 1) Annual growth amount; From January to October in 2019.

October 2019, exceeding the amount of growth

Source: Bank of Korea.

in normal years.
In summary, the impacts of the Base Rate cuts
are assessed to have appeared early in the
financial markets as the Base Rate cuts were
strongly expected entering 2019. The two Base
Rate reductions in 2019 are evaluated as having
contributed to improving the funding conditions
of households and businesses by pushing down
market rates and interest rates on lending and
deposit.
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1. Growth and Price
Forecasts41)

software. Construction investment is expected
to continue declining, espcially in residential
buildings. However, the extent of decline will
gradually lessen, affected by the government

Domestic Economic Growth Forecast
to Rise Moderately

SOC investment.
Exports are forecast to shift to an increase in

It is forecast that the GDP growth rate will

2020, as global trade improves with an eas-

rise gradually from 2.0% in 2019 to 2.3% and

ing of uncertainties related to the US-China

2.4% in 2020 and 2021, respectively.

trade dispute. The current account surplus is
projected to decrease slightly, led by the nar-

Looking at the various drivers of growth, pri-

rowing of primary income account surplus

vate consumption is expected to recover grad-

and despite the increased surplus in the goods

ually after the second half of 2020, although its

account.

Consumer sentiment is projected to recover as

There is a high level of uncertainty surround-

long as domestic and global uncertainties do

ing the growth path. The upside risks include

not increase significantly. The government’s

a lessening of global trade protectionism

measures to strengthen social safety nets such

thanks to a trade deal between the US and

as an increase in government transfer pay-

China, and increased monetary accommo-

ments will contribute to expanding low-in-

dation by other central banks. Among the

come households’ capacity for consumption.

downside risks are a delayed recovery in the

The poor performance of the manufacturing

semiconductor industry, a continued slump in

sector in 2019 may weigh on wage growth,

global trade, heightened geopolitical risks in-

thereby restricting consumption growth, but

cluding intensified Hong Kong protests, and a

by a limited magnitude. The negative impacts

deepened slump in China’s domestic demand.

on comsumption are likely to be partly offset
by continued growth in the number of persons employed, led by the services sector.

Table III–1. Economic growth outlook1)
(%)

2018

Facilities investment, declined at an accelerated rate in 2019 due to the delayed recovery

2019

2020

e

2021e

Year H1 H2e Yeare H1 H2 Year Year
Real GDP

2.7 1.9 2.1 2.0 2.2 2.3 2.3 2.4

of the semiconductor industry, but it is fore-

Private consumption

2.8 2.0 1.8 1.9 1.9 2.2 2.1 2.3

cast to rebound from 2020 onward, led by the

Facilities investment

-2.4 -12.3 -2.9 -7.8 5.7 4.2 4.9 5.2

IT sector, on the back of an improvement in

Intellectual property
products investment

2.2 2.8 2.5 2.7 3.3 3.6 3.4 3.3

semiconductor and display equipment investment. Intellectual property products investment will sustain its growth thanks to favorable conditions in R&D investment and the
increasing demand for new technology-based

Construction investment -4.3 -5.1 -3.6 -4.3 -3.6 -1.2 -2.3 -0.9
Goods exports

3.3 -0.8 0.1 -0.4 2.3 2.1 2.2 2.4

Goods imports

1.6 -3.2 0.0 -1.6 2.4 2.3 2.4 2.9

Note: 1) Year-on-year; November 2019 forecast basis.
Source: Bank of Korea.

41) This section is based on the Bank of Korea’s 「Economic Outlook Report」 published on Nov. 29, 2019.
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growth in 2019 will be slower than last year.
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Inflation Forecast to be around 1% in
2020, Below the Inflation Target

plementation of free high school education, is
expected to exert downward pressure on prices. However, hikes in some public service fees

Consumer price inflation is expected to be

and termination of individual consumption

higher in 2020 than in 2019, as supply-side

tax cuts can work as factors pushing inflation

downward pressures ease. However, it is

up. Housing rental fees are expected to rise

forecast to stand at around 1.0% level, falling

at a slower pace for the time being, affected

short of the 2% inflation target, due to weak

by declines in leasehold deposit prices and

demand-side inflationary pressures and the

monthly rents since last year (based on new

government’s continued social-welfare policy

contracts).

stance. It is expected to record 1.3% in 2021,

38

slightly higher than that of 2020, owing to im-

The upside and downside risks to the future

proved economic conditions and the reduced

inflation path are mixed. Some of the main

effects of social-welfare policies. Meanwhile,

upside risks are the possibility of improve-

core inflation excluding food and energy pric-

ment in domestic and overseas economies,

es is forecast to rise moderately to record 0.7%

and possible hikes in some public service

in 2020, and 1.1% in 2021.

fees. The downside risks, meanwhile, include
stronger social-welfare policies regarding tele-

A look at the various factors affecting prices

communication and healthcare, and weaker

shows that, in terms of overseas factors, in-

demand-side inflationary pressures owing to

ternational oil prices are forecast to show a

a delayed recovery of domestic demand.

modest weakening trend due to an oversupply
and resultant accumulations of inventories
despite the recovery of crude oil demand. The

Figure III–1. Percentage GDP gap1)2)

global economy and commodity prices exist as
uncertainty factors for import prices. In terms

(%)

(%)

2

2

of domestic factors, demand-side inflationary pressures are weak, and the rate of wage

Projection
1

1

0

0

-1

-1

growth is expected to be slower in 2020 than
in 2019 due to poor corporate performance.
The rate of wage growth, which has been high
mainly in industries related to personal services, exists as a potential inflationary pressure on the cost side. Regarding other factors,
declines in vegetable production affected by

-2

-2
12.H1 13.H1

14.H1 15.H1 16.H1 17.H1 18.H1

autumn typhoons and reduced pork supplies

Notes: 1) November 2019 forecast basis.

owing to slaughtering of pigs and decreases

Source: Bank of Korea.

in their imports could push inflation up for
some time. Concerning government policies,
the strengthening of social-welfare policies
in education and healthcare, such as the im-

2) 2020 annual basis.

19.H1 20

2. Major considerations

Table III–2. Inflation outlook1)
(%)

2018

2019

2021e

Year H1 H2 Year H1 H2 Year Year

The Bank of Korea will operate its future mon-

1.5 0.6 0.2 0.4 1.1 0.9 1.0 1.3

etary policy as it closely checks the impacts

e

CPI inflation

2020

e

e

CPI excluding food &
1.2 0.8 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.8 0.7 1.1
energy
Core
Inflation CPI excluding agricul1.2 1.0 0.8 0.9 0.8 0.9 0.8 1.2
tural products & oils
Note: 1) Year-on-year; November 2019 forecast basis.
Sources: Bank of Korea, Statistics Korea.

of uncertainties at home and abroad on the
growth and inflation forecast paths, while devoting attention to financial stability as well.
In this process, it will also carefully monitor
uncertainties in external conditions, shifts in
major countries’ monetary policies, conditions
in domestic and international financial markets, and financial stability conditions.

Downside risks to external conditions have
partly eased on the progress in the US-China
trade negotiations and the delay of Brexit. The
US and China are in detailed consultations
on the Phase One deal,42) and the deadline
for Brexit, which was originally scheduled for
October 2019, was delayed to January 2020.
Accordingly, sentiment indicators in major
economies have partly improved, and risk
aversion in the global financial markets has
eased somewhat. The market expects that the
US and China have high incentives to strike a
deal in the short term, as the escalation of the
US-China trade dispute could worsen global
financial and economic conditions and thus
have considerable impacts on the US economy, and as the economic slowdown in China
has continued as well.
However, there are considerable uncertainties
42) The US and China are in close consultations of the tentative Phase One agreement (Oct. 11), under which the US
suspends an additional tariff hike on China, set to take effect on Oct. 15 (increase from 25% to 30% on Chinese
imports worth USD 250 billion), and China increases its purchases of US agricultural goods (USD 40 billion to 50
billion).
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Continuation of Uncertainties About
External Conditions

39

as the possibility has been raised that the US
- China trade negotiations could be concluded

Changes in Monetary Policies of Major
Countries

later than expected.
Central banks in major advanced and emergDifferences in opinions between the two

ing market economies expanded their mone-

countries regarding the suspension of tariffs

tary policy accommodation in view of slowing

imposed on each other may pose risks to the

growth and low inflationary pressures.

final agreement process. Moreover, the negotiation process may not be smooth due to
differences of opinion on major issues includ-

Figure III–3. Number of central banks adjusting
policy rates

ing intellectual property rights, technology
transfers, and an enforcement mechanism for
40

Policy rate hike

Policy rate cut

10

10

5

5
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0

5
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10

implementation of the agreement.

Figure III–2. Global Uncertainty Index
Global economic policy uncertainty index (left)
US trade policy uncertainty index (right)
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Note: 1) Based on G20 countries.
Source: Bloomberg.
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Table III-3. Changes in major countries’ growth
and inflation forecasts of 20201)

0

0
17.1

7

18.1

7

19.1

GDP growth rate

CPI inflation2)

US

2.0% → 2.0%

1.9% → 1.9%

Euro area

1.4% → 1.2%

1.4% → 1.0%

7

Source: Economic Policy Uncertainty.

Japan

0.9% → 0.7%

1.3% → 1.1%

In addition, uncertainties remain until the

United Kingdom

1.8% → 1.6%

2.1% → 1.5%

final approval of the UK’s EU withdrawal

Australia

2.8% → 2.8%

1.9% → 1.8%

agreement due to divided opinion in the
UK Parliament about Brexit. There are also
geopolitical risks such as political unrest in
Hong Kong and Latin American countries.
Therefore, it is judged important to continue
closely monitoring developments of external
risk factors, and their impacts on the Korean
economy and financial and foreign exchange
markets.

Notes: 1) From June to September for the US and Euro area, from
July to October for the United Kingdom, and from August to
November for Japan and Australia.
2) PCE basis for the US, CPI basis for the other countries.
Sources: Individual countries’ central banks.

The accommodative monetary policies of major central banks are expected to partly offset

Figure III–4. Expectations for the US policy rates
in 20201)2)

the impacts of global economic slowdown.

Policy rate cut

However, amid high uncertainties about
global economic conditions, some assess that

No change
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monetary policy alone has limited ability to
reverse the slowing trend of global growth in
the short term. Even with the greater monetary accommodation, there is also a possibility that the recovery of investment could be
limited due to political uncertainties related to
major risk factors. Moreover, risk-taking propensities could expand in the global financial
markets owing to the accommodative stances

0
19.8
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Notes: 1) Based on federal funds futures.
2) F
 rom Bloomberg until November and from CME after
		November.

There are high uncertainties related to the

Sources: Bloomberg, CME.

future monetary policy of major central banks
including the US Federal Reserve. The Fed’s
position is that it will monitor changes in eco-

Domestic and International Financial
Market Conditions

nomic developments while maintaining an
accommodative stance. However, the markets

The financial markets at home and abroad

are focused on the possibilities of growing

have remained stable in general, but it must

downside risks and expect an additional cut

be kept in mind that volatility could expand

in the federal funds rate by the Fed. As there

depending on changes in external conditions

are differences between the Fed’s stance and

going forward.

market expectations, there is a need to continuously monitor economic conditions in the US

In the global financial markets, risk aversion

and other major countries, consequent mone-

has eased in line with the progress in the

tary policy changes, and their impacts.

US-China trade negotiations and accommodative monetary policy in major economies.
Treasury bond yields in major economies,
which continued their sharp downward trends
entering 2019, rose after September, and the
yield curve inversion has been resolved as the
yield curve normalized. Global stock prices
showed a sharp upward trend, with the US
Dow Jones Index closing at all-time highs, and
the VIX, an indicator of stock volatility, plummeted. Entering November, inflows of global
fund investment expanded led by funds for

41
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of the global monetary policy.

0

stock purchases, due to expectations related to
the US-China trade negotiations.

Figure III–6. VIX and V-KOSPI
VIX

Figure III– 5. Spread between long-term and
short-term rates
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As there can be frequent expansions of volatility in the financial and foreign exchange
markets in line with domestic and overseas
economic trends and developments of external
risks, it is necessary to carefully monitor major

The domestic financial market showed trends

price variables, foreign investment flows, and

similar to global financial markets. Treasury

changes in market participants’ expectations,

bond yields (3-year) and stock prices rose, and

and to closely review their impacts on our fi-

the won/dollar exchange rate declined. How-

nancial sector and the economy.

ever, the extent of increase in yields and stock
prices narrowed and the exchange rate rose

Financial Stability Conditions

slightly after mid-November due to the unrest
in Hong Kong and the cautiousness related

Household lending continued to slow due

to US-China trade negotiations. Meanwhile,

to government policies, but in October the

foreigners’ securities investment shifted to net

amount of its growth increased led by bank

sales after October onward, and the size of net

lending due to demand for housing-related

sales expanded entering November.

loans and seasonal factors. Loans to sole proprietors continued their slowing trend, but
their growth rate has increased slightly since
September 2019. Meanwhile, nationwide
housing prices shifted to an increase from October as the upward trend in housing prices in
Seoul and its surrounding areas has accelerated and the extent of decline in housing prices
in other areas has narrowed recently.

Figure III–7. Growth rate of loans to households1)3)
and sole proprietors2)3)

housing price increases and the drop in lend-

Growth rate of lending to sole proprietors
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Source: Bank of Korea.

Figure III–8. Rate of increase in apartment sales
price by region1)
Nationwide

Seoul

Gyeonggi province and Incheon
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Note: 1) Week-on-week.
Source: Korea Appraisal Board.

Lending to households and to sole proprietors
is expected to continue its slowing trend going
forward due to government measures. However, there is a need to closely monitor real
estate-related lending trends, while paying at-
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fers.
2) Based on banks.

7

ing rates, which may drive up household debt.

19

Notes: 1) Based on depository institutions; Including mortgage trans-

17.1

real estate markets, considering the amount of
debt already accumulated, and factors such as

Household lending growth rate

16

tention to the possibility of fund inflows into

3. Future Monetary Policy
Operational Directions

managed and provide detailed explanations to
enhance economic agents’ understanding of
inflation conditions. Considering the high uncertainties in the policy environment at home

Base Rate Operation

and abroad, the Bank will make continued
efforts for consistent communication. As the

44

Going forward, the Bank of Korea will con-

market could respond sensitively to changes

duct its monetary policy so as to ensure that

in domestic and overseas economic condi-

the recovery of economic growth continues

tions, the Bank will make continuous efforts

and consumer price inflation can be stabilized

to explain in detail the backgrounds behind

at the target level over a medium-term hori-

monetary policy decisions, and to provide ac-

zon, while also devoting attention to financial

curate and objective information on economic

stability.

conditions and forecasts.

The Bank will maintain its accommodative

Promotion of Financial and Foreign
Exchange Market Stability

monetary policy stance, as inflationary pressures from the demand side are expected
to remain low while the growth rate of the

The Bank of Korea will continue its efforts to

domestic economy will be moderate. In this

promote the stability of financial and foreign

process, it will judge whether to adjust the

exchange markets. There is a possibility that

degree of accommodation, while carefully

the stability of the financial and foreign ex-

monitoring the domestic economic impacts

change markets could be undermined in line

of the US-China trade negotiations, changes

with changes in external conditions. Going

in economies and monetary policies of major

forward, the Bank will closely examine cash

countries, and geopolitical risks.

flows and major price variables in the financial
and foreign exchange markets and the flows

In addition, the Bank will continue to conduct

of foreigners’ investment funds and will take

its monetary policy with attention devoted to

active steps whenever concerns about market

financial stability as well. Despite the slowing

instability arise. The Bank will also continue

pace of household debt growth, the Bank will

its efforts to strengthen global and regional

closely monitor the impacts of its accommoda-

financial safety nets so that the Korean econo-

tive policy stance on financial stability, such as

my can maintain its favorable external sound-

the expansion of fund inflows into real estates

ness.

or risky assets.

Enhancement of Monetary Policy
Effectiveness

Maintenance of Financial System
Stability
The Bank of Korea will thoroughly moni-

As inflation is significantly lower than the

tor the impacts of changes in domestic and

target level, the Bank of Korea will examine

overseas financial and economic conditions

on a regular basis how the inflation target is

on financial system stability and the related

transmission channels, and strengthen early
warning activities related to potential risks. To
this end, the Bank plans to continuously monitor the financial sector’s resilience against
macroeconomic and financial shocks using an
extensive stress test model. In particular, as
the asset soundness of financial institutions
has worsened somewhat with corporate performance deteriorating and the delinquency
rate of household debt shifting to an increase
recently, the Bank will further strengthen
its monitoring of the financial soundness of
households and businesses, focusing on vulnerable sectors.
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Box III-1.

Global DRAM sales
(billion dollars)

(billion dollars)

30

30

Assessment of Possibility of Recovery
in Semiconductor Exports
20

20
Decline of
smartphones
Decline of cellphone
and digital camera Sluggishness in
PC market
markets

Korea's semiconductor exports have continued to slump in line with the recent delay in the
recovery of the global semiconductor market.

10 Burst of IT bubble

10

Considering that decreases in Korea's total exports were led by semiconductors1) in 2019, any
export improvement will depend on changes in
46

the global semiconductor business. Therefore,
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Source: Gartner.

the following secction will look into the structural
features of the global semiconductor market

Accordingly, the global semiconductor indus-

with a focus on memory chips, and then look

try has repeated the process of 「increase in

at recent change in various indicators to assess

investments in response to growing demand →

the possibility of a recovery in semiconductor

demand reduction → decline in unit prices due

exports.

to rigid supply adjustments → decline in sales」.
Past cases show that when the global semicon-

The first structural feature of the global semicon-

ductor investment increased significantly, global

ductor market is that its business cycle changes

DRAM sales tended to drop within one to two

periodically as supply cannot be adjusted flexi-

years. Similarly, a surge in investment starting in

bly in response to changes in demand of down-

2017 led to a large oversupply in the first half of

stream industries. In the semiconductor industry,

2019 and an accelerated decline in the unit pric-

adjustment of assembly lines is very costly, and

es of memory chips.

thus when the global demand for memory chips
decreased due to the IT industry slump in the
2000s, the supply of semiconductor that had increased during the period of demand expansion
lasted for a considerable time, and this acted to
significantly push down their unit prices.

1) From January to October 2019, the total value of exports (customs clearance basis) decreased by 10.4% year-onyear, and semiconductor‘s contribution was -5.5% percentage points.

Growth rate of global
semiconductor investment and of DRAM
sales1)

Changes in
DRAM 「supply/demand」
ratio

Semiconductor investment

which intensified the pace of unit price decline.

Changes in semiconductor prices and overall
export prices1)

(%)

120

companies strategically postponed their orders,

DRAM supply/demand

DRAM sales
(%)

ory chips after the second half of 2018, major IT
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Overall export prices
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supply
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Sources: Gartner, IC Insight.
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The second structural feature of the global semi-

Source: Bank of Korea.

conductor market is that as both the demand
and supply sides of the memory chip market

To assess the possibility of the global semi-

constitute oligopolies, price fluctuations are

conductor market recovery, the Bank looked

large. In the memory chip market, supply and

at changes in related indicators. First, the de-

demand are determined by the strategic behav-

clines of memory chip prices, which acted to

iors of large customers and manufacturers. The

delay IT companies’ purchases, have slowed

demand oligopoly and supply oligopoly tend to

considerably. The declines in the fixed price of

expand the extent of price fluctuations during

DRAM(8GB) decelerated from August 2019,

periods of price declines and of price hikes,

and the fixed price of NAND(128GB) rose3) from

respectively. In fact, export prices of semicon-

July 2019 onward. Meanwhile, major market

ductors in Korea have fluctuated more2) than

research institutions forecast4) the unit prices of

prices of other export items like automobiles

memory chips to shift to an increase in the first

and machinery. In particular, due to the growing

half of 2020.

expectations for a decline in unit prices of mem-

2) Looking at the standard deviation (%p) of the rate of increase in export prices (USD) from 2014 and 2018, the standard deviation of semiconductors (16.5) was higher than those of automobile (1.8) and machinery (1.8).
3) This seems to be mainly due to the following : 1) the possibility has been raised that semiconductor makers whose
profitability has worsened due to the decline in unit prices may reduce their production, and 2) there are anxieties
over the supply and demand of NAND flash memory.
4) Gartner (Sept. 2019) forecast that DRAM’s unit price-per-GB will bottom out in the first quarter of 2020, which is one
quarter earlier than in the June forecast.
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Changes in the sales of Aspeed1)
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Source: DRAMeXchange.
Notes: 1) A s a company specialised in semiconductor design, sales
and order amount of Aspeed are recognized as leading

As the pace of decline in memory chip unit
prices has slowed, there is a growing possibility

		 indicators of the server DRAM market.
2) Year-on-year.
Source: Aspeed.

that server companies, which had been passive
in their purchasing, may resume their orders of

There have been improvements in leading indi-

memory chips for data center servers. In fact,

cators related to memory chip business as well.

the performance of server DRAM designers

Sales of major semiconductor manufacturing

seems to have improved recently. Worldwide

equipment producers have been improving

PC shipments, which were on a continuous de-

recently. After bottoming out in late March, the

cline for the past several years, have shifted to a

shipment value of North American semiconduc-

rise5) since the second half of 2019, and this has

tor equipment has maintained stable levels, and

raised the possibility of recovery of memory chip

the pace of decline has been slowing compared

demand.

to 2018. Moreover, the Philadelphia Semiconductor Index6) and stock prices of major semiconductor manufacturers, which plunged in last
May 2019 on the US-China trade dispute, rose
in reflection of expectations for recovery in the
memory chip industries.

5) The growth rate in worldwide PC shipments (IDC, %, year-on-year) recorded -0.6 in 2017, -0.6 in 2018, -3.0 in the
first quarter of 2019, +4.2 in the second quarter, and +3.0 in the third quarter.
6) The US Philadelphia Semiconductor Index recorded 1,556 at end-April of 2019, 1,296 at end-May, 1,559 at endSept., 1,651 at end-Oct. and 1,717 at end-Nov.

ASML1)’s sales of semiconductor manufacturing
equipments
Sales (left)

the decline in the semiconductor business. Considering the changes in memory chip unit prices

Sales growth rate2) (right)

(million Euro)

such as delayed purchases acted to accelerate

and in downstream industries’ demand, and
movements of leading indicators such as orders

(%)
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for semiconductor-manufacturing equipment,
it is judged that the possibility of memory chip
business recovery is rising gradually. According-
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ly, the global memory chip business and Korean
semiconductor exports are projected to enter a
recovery phase in the mid-2020.
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ultraviolet (EUV) semiconductor equipments.
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Source: ASML.

Shipment value of semiconductor manufacturing
equipments in North America
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Considering the structural features of the global
semiconductor market, the recent slowdown
can be assessed as an adjustment process resulting from increases in investment and supply.
In addition, the strategic behaviors of customers
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Notes: 1) O ne of the major producers of semiconductor manufactur-

(billion dollars)		
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Box III-2.

Core inflation in Korea1)2)
(%)

(%)

5

Backgrounds and Implications of
Declining Core Inflation

5
Average between 2000
and 2011: 2.7%

4

4
Average between 2012
and 2015: 1.6%

3

Core inflation (excluding food and energy prices)
has slowed since 2017, and fell to the 0% level in

3

Average after 2017:
1.2%

2

2

2019. From a long term perspective, the slowing
of core inflation appeared during two periods in
Korea: 「from 2012 to 2015」, and 「after 2017」.1) In

1

0

0
00

comparison with the major OECD countries, Ko50

1
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rea’s core inflation declined in parallel with other

Notes: 1) Year-on-year; Periodic averages are simple averages of

major countries from 2012 to 2015. On the other

2) C ore inflation in 2015 excludes the effect of cigarette tax

hand, after 2017, it slowed while that of other
countries rose. This implies that there is a possibility core inflation declined under the effects of
different factors during these two periods. The

yearly rate of change.
rate hike.
Source: Statistics Korea.

Core inflation in Korea and major OECD countries

following section will compare the trends of Ko-

Median of OECD countries

rea’s core inflation with those in major countries,
and review the backgrounds behind the declin-

Korea
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ing core inflation through an empirical analysis.
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Notes: 1) Based on 36 OECD countries; Shaded areas indicate 25 to
75% range of OECD countries.
2) Korea’s core inflation in 2015 excludes the effect of cigarette
tax rate hike.
Sources: OECD, Statistics Korea.

1) From 2012 to 2015, core inflation plunged and fluctuated at a lower level than before, and after 2017 onward it
slowed.

increases in housing rental fees and public ser-

(Comparison with Major Countries)

vice charges were on a downward trend, falling
First, to closely look into core inflation trends in

below the levels of major countries, while the

Korea, the Bank compared its trend of increase

upward trend of private service charges slowed

in the individual product categories with that

somewhat entering 2019. This implies the possi-

in other OECD countries. From 2012 to 2015,

bility that global factors such as global economic

growth of goods and private service charges

slowdown and structural changes in goods and

slowed in Korea in parallel with major coun-

labor markets greatly affected the slowing of core

tries, and that of public service charges shifted

inflation from 2012 to 2015, and that domestic

to a large negative as well. Beginning in 2017

factors had a relatively large influence after 2017.

Core inflation in Korea and major OECD countries by products1)2)3)
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Notes: 1) Year-on-year; Based on 30 OECD countries with available data.
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Sources: OECD, Eurostat, Individual countries’ statistics bureau, Bank of Korea.
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Median of OECD countries

10
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<Personal service>

<Goods>

(Analysis of Factors Driving Changes in
Core Inflation)

from 2017 onward was a result of short-term,
rather than trend factors. When looking at shortterm factors in detail, import prices and other

The Bank analyzed the background behind the

factors had greater influence from 2012 to 2015,

slowing of core inflation in Korea, using econo-

while other factors contributed relatively more

metric models. First, to look into the relative

beginning in 2017. It was analyzed that cyclical

importance of trend and short-term factors in

factors had larger impacts in 2019.

declinng core inflation, a semi-structural model

2)

was estimated. In this model, inflation is decomposed into trend inflation and short-term

Decomposition of core inflation into trend and
short-term factor (semi-structural model)

factors,3) which are then divided into business

Short-term cyclical factor

cycle, import prices and other factors.4) In the
estimation, six variables (GDP, unemployment
52

Trend factor

Core inflation
(%, %p)

(%, %p)

5

5

vate investments) are used as real indicators.

4

4

And inflation expectations of the economic

3

3

experts group (after five years) by Consensus

2

2

1

1

0

0

-1

-1

rate, operation rate, imports, exports, and pri-

Economics Inc. are used as long-term inflation
expectations, and core inflation excluding administered prices5) is used as a price indicator.
The estimation results show that the contribu-

-2

term factors to the slowing of core inflation vary

-2
09

tions of trend factors (trend inflation) and short-
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Note: 1) Year-on-year.
Source: Bank of Korea.

by period. From 2012 to 2015, short-term factors
and the decline in trend inflation were the major
reasons behind the slowing, while the slowdown

2) The model was set as follows, based on Jarocinski-Lenza(2018) and Hasenzagl∙Pellegrino∙Reichlin∙Ricco(2019), and
the estimation was based on the Bayesian method, using data from the first quarter of 2000 to the third quarter of
2019.
<Estimation equations of observed variables>

<Estimation equations of state variables>

▶

(real variable)

▶

(real variable trend)

▶

(Philips curve)

▶

(business cycle)

▶

(inflation expectation)

▶

(trend inflation)

	(●●: nth real variable,●●: nth real variable trend●●: economic cycle,●●: core inflation,●●: trend inflation,
●    ●: long-term inflation expectation,●●●: import prices)
3) They are defined as a value ( ● - ● ) by deducting trend inflation from core inflation.
4) Trend inflation( ● ) is estimated by reflecting long-term inflation expectations, actual inflation and movements of real
variables. Cyclical factors are defined as the impacts that common cyclical components( ● ), estimated from various
real and price variables have on prices.
5) Considering the low explanatory power of the model for an estimation based on core inflation, the Bank analyzed
factors driving changes in core inflation by using core inflation excluding administered prices, and by adding the
contribution of administered prices.

mestic variables. The model assumes that each

Decomposition of core inflation’s short-term
factor by categories (semi-structural model)1)

variable is affected by external shocks such as
global demand, oil prices, import prices and by

Cyclical factor

Import price

Others

Administered price

(%p)

internal shocks such as domestic demand and
domestic supply, and each shock is identified

(%p)

2.5

2.5

2.0

2.0

1.5

1.5

The estimation results9) show that global factors

1.0

1.0

acted to push core inflation down from 2012 to

0.5

0.5

2015, while domestic as well as global factors

0.0

0.0

led to slowing of core inflation after 2017 on-

-0.5

-0.5

ward. Administered prices pushed core inflation

-1.0
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down during the two periods.
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with sign restrictions.8)

53

19

ministered price to core inflation during 2012 to 2019) and

Decomposition of core inflation into global and
domestic factors (structural VAR model)1)

short-term cyclical factor of administered price’s contribution
to each category’s (cyclical, import price, others) contribu-

Global factor

Domestic factor

tions to the short-term cyclical factor decomposed from core

Other factors

Administered price

(%p)

inflation excluding administered prices.

(%p)

2.5

2.5

2.0

2.0

A look at the contribution of administered prices

1.5

1.5

show that they acted to push core inflation down

1.0

1.0

significantly during the two periods after 2012.

0.5

0.5

0.0

0.0

Next, to find the impacts of global and do-

-0.5

-0.5

mestic factors on core inflation changes, the

-1.0

-1.0

Bank estimated a structure VAR model. In the

-1.5

Source: Bank of Korea.

6)

estimation, global economic growth rate, oil
prices, and import prices (excluding energy) are
used as overseas variables, and the domestic

-1.5
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Note: 1) Decompose deviations from the long-term average between
2000 and 2019 into different factors; Year-on-year.
Source: Bank of Korea.

growth rate, prices,7) short-term interest rate,
and won-dollar exchange rate are used as do6) The model was based on Bobeica·Jarocinski(2017) and Corsetti·Dedola·Leduc(2014), and the estimation was based
on the Bayesian method, using data from the first quarter of 2000 to the third quarter of 2019.
7) Like a semi-structural model, this model analyzed the factors driving changes in core inflation by basing the estimation on core inflation excluding administered prices first and adding the contribution of administered prices later.
8) Through sign restrictions, it was assumed that demand shocks make business cycle and prices move in the same
direction, while supply shocks such as oil prices make business cycle and prices move in the opposite direction.
9) The estimation decomposes the deviation from the long-term average of core inflation (2000-2019) by factors, and
the extent of the changes differs from short-term factors of the semi-structural model, which assumes time-varying
trends.
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Note: 1) Year-on-year; Add trend factor (average contribution of ad-

(Implications)
In summary, the background to the slowing of
core inflation from 2012 onward differ by period. The analysis shows that the decline in core
inflation from 2012 to 2015 was due mainly
to a decline in trend inflation as core inflation
synchronized with inflation movements of major countries, affected by global and structural
factors. Meanwhile, the slowdown from 2017
onward was analyzed to have been greatly affected by persistent domestic factors such as
government policies and housing rental prices,
54

in addition to global factors. Cyclical factors
were found to have pushed core inflation down
in 2019.
In light of this, core inflation is projected to show
a modest upward trend in 2020 following 2019,
and will gradually rise in 2021 on the reduced
effects of government policies and improved
economic conditions. However, risk factors for
this forecast include uncertainties related to domestic and overseas economic conditions and
social welfare policy.
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